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MD’s Message

Thank you 
for your

 loyal support 
during 2012. 

Ms Theo Namases
Managing Director

Thank you for choosing to fly Air Namibia. The 
Board, Executive Management and staff of Air 
Namibia would like to thank you – especially 
if you are one of our frequent flyers – for your 
loyal support throughout 2012. The month of 
December is one that is met with great and 
joyous expectations for the festive season, with 
Air Namibia expecting to receive two brand-
new A319-100 aircraft purchased from Airbus. 
This bears witness to our sustained endeavours 
to consistently improve our service and meet 

the expectations of our clients.

The month of November was a difficult 
one at Air Namibia. We would therefore 
like to express our sincere gratitude 
to our passengers and staff for their 
patience and understanding of the ad-
hoc changes we had to make to our flight 
schedules due to the circumstances 
caused by industrial action. 

Our employees are our valuable 
assets. Air Namibia’s management and 
Board of Directors care and value their 
contributions. If the economic climate 
were more favourable, we would not 

hesitate to reward them accordingly. The 
industrial action by some of our pilots granted 
us another season of renewed commitment 
and hope, especially when we have to focus 
and plan strategically on how to turn the airline 
company around to be sustainable, despite 
the tremendous impact caused by the volatile 
global economy.

This festive season we aim to improve 
accessibility to Namibia to many people from 
different parts of the country, the African 
continent and the world, thereby increasing 
the consumption of locally produced goods, 
and creating new business opportunities in 
line with our mandate of fuelling the economic 
growth of Namibia. It is against this background 
that we have introduced additional flights to 
our regular schedules.

An additional second frequency to Ondangwa 
on Saturdays has been added to the domestic 
flights. We have also added additional direct 
flights to our regional routes from Windhoek to 
Harare, Zimbabwe and Gaborone, Botswana; 
as well as a sixth frequency to Luanda. On 
the international schedule we still maintain 
our daily flight to Frankfurt. The Air Namibia 
Board of Directors is devoted to transforming 
the national carrier into a profitable entity. In 
so doing, the challenge is on all Air Namibia 
stakeholders to provide their unequivocal 
support to ensure the realisation of this goal. 
 
You could not have chosen a better time to 
visit Namibia. Our landscapes are at their 
best – lush green from recent seasonal rains – 
and the festive season is here. This is the time 
when people from all over the country are 
visiting their loved ones. It is the season for 
families to gather and spend time together 
after a long year of hard work. The scenery is 
breathtaking and the roads are busy, so take 
care, drive safely and observe the speed limits 
and traffic rules. Air Namibia will be here at the 
end of your journey, waiting to fly you back to 
your various destinations – domestic, regional 
and international – renewed with the Spirit of 
Namibia.

The year 2013 will bring increased 
comfort and improvement of the 
services we at Air Namibia plan to 
deliver to you.

Merry Christmas
Geseënde Kersfees

Fröhliche Weihnachten
/Khae-hesa !Khub !naês

Feliz Natal
с Рождеством!

WELCOME ON BOARD
Happy Festive Season!
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Welcome on Board

Thank you for choosing to fly Air Namibia. We promise to do 
everything we can to ensure you have an enjoyable flight. If you 
have any queries or need assistance, please feel free to ask any of 
our cabin crew.

CABIN ASSISTANTS
On flights operated using the Airbus A340-
300 and A319-100; the Boeing B737-500 
aircraft and Embraer ERJ135, Passengers 
are catered for by highly trained cabin crew. 
If you require anything to make your flight 
more comfortable, do not hesitate to ask 
them for assistance. On flights operated by 
the Embraer ERJ135 - the flight is single class 
and has one cabin crew present to assist 
with your needs.

AIRBUS A340-300
On the Airbus A340-300 aircraft, each 
seat has a mini-console on the side of one 
armrest. The mini-console has a switch for 
your reading light, a button for calling a 
cabin attendant, a selector for choosing a 
radio or film channel, and a volume-control 
knob. Your earphones plug into a special 
socket on the mini-console

Economy Class passengers will find a foldout 
table mounted in the back of the seat in 
front of them. In Business Class, tables are 
set in the armrest of the seats. Personal 
assistance is provided on board our aircraft.

AIRBUS A319-100
The New Generation Airbus A319-100 
aircraft presents top-of-the-range comfort 
with generous legroom  (54 inch seat pitch 
in Business Class and 32 inch seat pitch in 
Economy Class), the interior offers a fresh 
look and feel, significantly increased overhead 
stowage to avoid congestions, a noticeable 
reduction in cabin noise levels, video and 
audio in-flight entertainment, passenger 
service unit design with LED technology, and 
the latest design enhanced cabin.

BOEING 737
This aircraft has overhead reading lights for 
passengers’ convenience. The overhead 
panel also contains an air vent, and the 
airflow may be adjusted by rotation. If 

you are seated in Economy Class, your table 
folds out of the back of the seat in front of 
you, while your table is set in the armrest of 
your seat if you are in Business Class. 

Embraer ERJ135
The Embraer ERJ135 aircraft seats 37 
passengers comfortably at 31 inches pitch. 
The flight is made smoother by the Embraers 
ability to fly above the weather.  Services 
onboard include: meals and beverages, 
a wardrobe, galleys, a washroom and 
overhead bins for baggage. The additional 
space can be used to stretch, while relaxing 
onboard the very swift ERJ135.

SPECIAL MEALS
On our flights, 
(on request) the 
following special 
meals are available for 
our passengers; Kosher, Halaal, 
Hindu, Oriental, Seafood, Vegetarian, 
Diabetic, Kiddies and Infant or Baby food.

SPECIAL SERVICE
Passengers with reduced mobility 
needing a wheelchair should state this 
requirement when making a reservation. A 
First-aid kit is carried on board our flights 
should passengers require eye drops, 
or medication for headaches, nausea, 
heartburn or any other relatively minor 
condition. We offer a special service for 
unaccompanied minors between the ages 
of 5 to 12. More details can be obtained at 
the time of making the reservation.

Make your journey even 

more rewarding 

by joining Reward$

 - Our frequent flyer programme -

• Accrue free miles when you fly 

• Use miles on any of our routes. 

• Purchase tickets, swap-miles, 

share-miles, pay for excess 

baggage; or to gain access to 

business class lounges across 

airports we operate from. 

ENROL NOW 
online at www.airnamibia.com.na 

, navigate to our Reward$ section. 

Click, Click, and fly Away. Reward$

Outstanding 
flexibility when 

redeeming  
your miles
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BABIES
For babies up to seven months old, a 
bassinet (Skycoy) 70 cm (28 inches) in 
length is available on international flights for 
safety and comfort. 
Please indicate 
your requirements 
when making your 
reservation. Special 
services are provided 
for babies and small 
children, including 
warming facilities for 
baby bottles. Your 
cabin attendant will 
be happy to assist you in this regard.

LUGGAGE
Hand luggage must be stowed under a seat 
or in the overhead bin during take-off and 
landing. Not only is this a safety precaution, 
but it also provides you with more leg room. 
Please keep your baggage tags and a copy 
of your ticket. Special care should be taken 
when packing glassware and liquids. Items 
such as medicine, jewelry, money, cameras, 
cellphones, security documents and other 
valuables should not be checked in. 

It is advisable to use a sturdy suitcase 
with a lock. Ensure that zips are secured 
when using soft suitcases. Claims can 
be reported at the following offices:  
> Windhoek, Air Namibia
> Johannesburg & Cape Town British 
Airways 

> Frankfurt, Air Namibia 
> Luanda, Air Namibia 
> Lusaka, National Airports 

Company
> Accra,  Air Namibia
>Or all other 
Namibian based 
Airports: Air Namibia

BEVERAGES
Alcohol is served only to passengers over 
18. Cabin staff have been instructed not 
to serve alcohol to passengers who appear 
intoxicated. Only liquor provided and served 
by Air Namibia may be consumed on board.

E-TICKETING
An electronic ticket or e-ticket is used 
to represent the purchase of a seat on a 
passenger airline. Once a reservation is 
made, an e-ticket exists only as a digital 
record in the airline computers.

Customers usually print out a copy of their 
receipt which contains the record locator 
or reservation number and the e-ticket 
number.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Passengers are requested not to make use 

of any electronic equipment 
on board the aircraft without 
consulting a cabin attendant. 
Equipment which might 
interfere with communications 
include the following: AF/FM/
TV transmitters and/receivers 
++ walkie-talkies ++ portable 

telephones ++ scanners ++ citizen 
band transceivers ++ cordless microphones 
+ satellite receivers ++ portable video 
equipment ++ electronic power convertors 
++ full-size computer printers ++ portable 
compact disc players ++ portable personal 
computers (these may be used only with 
the Captain’s permission). 

UPON ARRIVAL
Please ensure that you have all your personal 
belongings with you before disembarking. 
Should you require any assistance with 
onward flight bookings or similar matters, 
please contact our cabin crew.

DUTY FREE
For passengers on Frankfurt, Luanda, 
Lusaka and Accra flights, our duty-free 
catalogue, Sky Mall, will be handed 
out by the cabin attendants to enable 
passengers to purchase duty-free items. 

SMOKING
In accordance with Air Namibia’s policies, 
smoking is not permitted on any Air Namibia 
flights. Passengers should be aware that 
there are smoke detectors in the aircraft’s 
toilets and that any breach of this rule is a 
contravention of applicable laws.

SAFETY PROCEDURES
You will find an information sheet 
on safety procedures in your seat 
pocket. Please read it carefully 
and please listen attentively to 
all safety announcements and 
instructions from crew at all 
times while on board our flight.

ENTERTAINMENT
On international flights, consult our 
Entertainment guide in the seat pocket.

Our Call Centre
   is open

7days 
a Week
from 6am to 10pm
+ 264 61 299 6111
Saturday/Sunday 09:00 -17:00
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Please note: Air Namibia operates three flights per day between Windhoek and Johannesburg, except for Tuesdays and Saturdays on which we only operate two 

flights. The airline also operates four flights per day between Windhoek and Cape Town except for Sundays on which we operate three flights .

From Connection Point Departs To Arrives Flight Number Day of operation Aircraft

Accra 22:50 Windhoek 06:05+1 SW 761 3,5,7 A319
Accra Johannesburg 22:50 Windhoek 09:55+1 SW 761 3,5,7 A319
Cape Town 06:40 Windhoek 08:40 SW 745 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 B737
Cape Town 12:20 Windhoek 14:20 SW 743 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 B737
Cape Town 18:10 Windhoek 20:10 SW 747 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Cape Town Windhoek 12:20 Frankfurt 06:00+1 SW 743 1,2,3,4,5,6 A319/B737/A340
Eros 7:00 Ondangwa 08:05 SW 164 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ERJ
Eros 16:55 Ondangwa 18:00 SW 166 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Eros 15:55 Ondangwa 17:00 SW166 6 ERJ
Eros 10:30 Rundu 11:45 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Eros 10:30 Katima Mulilo 13:05 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Frankfurt 19:10 Windhoek 06:30+1 SW 286 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A340
Frankfurt Windhoek 19:10 Cape Town 09:55+1 SW286/SW742 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A340/B737
Frankfurt Windhoek 19:10 Johannesburg 09:55+1 SW286/SW704/SW761 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A340/A319
Gaborone 11:20 Windhoek 13:00 SW 755 4,5,7 ERJ
Harare 12:05 Windhoek 14:20 SW 731 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Johannesburg Windhoek 12:30 Accra 20:20 SW 701 3,5,7 A319
Johannesburg 06:40 Windhoek 08:40 SW 703 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Johannesburg 12:30 Windhoek 14:30 SW 701 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319
Johannesburg 18:20 Windhoek 20:20 SW 713 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ERJ
Katima Mulilo 13:50 Eros 15:30 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Luanda 12:15 Windhoek 15:55 SW 773 1,4,7 B737
Luanda 12:15 Windhoek 15:55 SW 773 3,5,6 A319
Luderitz 14:10 Oranjemund 14:50 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Luderitz 14:10 Windhoek 16:35 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Lusaka 12:00 Windhoek 14:20 SW 751 2,3,4,6, ERJ
Lusaka 18:05 Windhoek 20:25 SW753 5,7 ERJ
Maun 11:05 Victoria Falls 11:55 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Maun 11:05 Windhoek 14:10 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Oranjemund 15:10 Windhoek 16:35 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Ondangwa 08:40 Eros 09:45 SW 165 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ERJ
Ondangwa 18:35 Eros 19:40 SW 167 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Ondangwa 17:35 Eros 18:40 SW 167 6 ERJ
Rundu Katima Mulilo 12:05 Eros 15:25 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Rundu 12:05 Katima Mulilo 13:05 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Walvis Bay 16:20 Windhoek 16:55 SW 154 1,3,5,7 A319/B737
Walvis Bay 12:00 Windhoek 12:35 SW 152 2,4,6 A319/B737
Windhoek 12:50 Luderitz 13:50 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Windhoek 12:50 Oranjemund 14:50 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Windhoek 10:40 Walvis Bay 11:15 SW 151 2,4,6 A319/B737
Windhoek 15:10 Walvis Bay 15:45 SW 153 1,3,5,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 07:55 Cape Town 09:55 SW 742 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A391/B737
Windhoek 15:30 Cape Town 17:30 SW 746 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 17:35 Cape Town 19:35 SW 744 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 B737
Windhoek 08:10 Johannesburg 09:55 SW 704 2,3,5,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 08:10 Johannesburg 09:55 SW 761 1,4,6 A319
Windhoek 15:25 Johannesburg 17:10 SW 714 1,2,3,4,5,6.7 ERJ
Windhoek 17:55 Johannesburg 19:40 SW 702 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 09:15 Lusaka 11:25 SW 752 2,3,4,6, ERJ
Windhoek 15:20 Lusaka 17:30 SW754 5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 16:50 Accra 20:20 SW 701 3,5,7 A319
Windhoek 09:10 Gaborone 10:55 SW 756 4,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:10 Harare 11:25 SW 730 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:35 Luanda 11:15 SW 772 1,4,7 B737
Windhoek 09:35 Luanda 11:15 SW 772 3,5,6 A319
Windhoek 09:15 Maun 10:30 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:15 Victoria Falls 11:55 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 21:30 Frankfurt 06:55+1 SW 285 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A340
Victoria Falls 12:30 Windhoek 14:10 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ

1=MONDAY, 2=TUESDAY, 3=WEDNESDAY, 4=THURSDAY, 5=FRIDAY, 6=SATURDAY, 7=SUNDAY

Schedule: 28 October 2012 to 30 MARCH 2013(All time local)
Note: check-in time should be two hours before departure
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Rundu 12:05 Katima Mulilo 13:05 SW 174 1,2,3,4,5,7 ERJ
Walvis Bay 16:20 Windhoek 16:55 SW 154 1,3,5,7 A319/B737
Walvis Bay 12:00 Windhoek 12:35 SW 152 2,4,6 A319/B737
Windhoek 12:50 Luderitz 13:50 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Windhoek 12:50 Oranjemund 14:50 SW 102 2,4,6 ERJ
Windhoek 10:40 Walvis Bay 11:15 SW 151 2,4,6 A319/B737
Windhoek 15:10 Walvis Bay 15:45 SW 153 1,3,5,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 07:55 Cape Town 09:55 SW 742 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A391/B737
Windhoek 15:30 Cape Town 17:30 SW 746 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 17:35 Cape Town 19:35 SW 744 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 B737
Windhoek 08:10 Johannesburg 09:55 SW 704 2,3,5,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 08:10 Johannesburg 09:55 SW 761 1,4,6 A319
Windhoek 15:25 Johannesburg 17:10 SW 714 1,2,3,4,5,6.7 ERJ
Windhoek 17:55 Johannesburg 19:40 SW 702 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A319/B737
Windhoek 09:15 Lusaka 11:25 SW 752 2,3,4,6, ERJ
Windhoek 15:20 Lusaka 17:30 SW754 5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 16:50 Accra 20:20 SW 701 3,5,7 A319
Windhoek 09:10 Gaborone 10:55 SW 756 4,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:10 Harare 11:25 SW 730 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:35 Luanda 11:15 SW 772 1,4,7 B737
Windhoek 09:35 Luanda 11:15 SW 772 3,5,6 A319
Windhoek 09:15 Maun 10:30 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 09:15 Victoria Falls 11:55 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ
Windhoek 21:30 Frankfurt 06:55+1 SW 285 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 A340
Victoria Falls 12:30 Windhoek 14:10 SW 792 1,3,5,7 ERJ

1=MONDAY, 2=TUESDAY, 3=WEDNESDAY, 4=THURSDAY, 5=FRIDAY, 6=SATURDAY, 7=SUNDAY

Schedule: 28 October 2012 to 30 MARCH 2013(All time local)
Note: check-in time should be two hours before departure

Luderitz

Oranjemund

Gaborone

Harare

Rundu
Katima 
Mulilo

Lusaka

Victoria Falls

Maun

Johannesburg

Cape Town

Walvis Bay

Ondangwa

Luanda

Accra

Windhoek

to Frankfurt
and beyond

Windhoek - Luanda
6a Frequência | 6th Frequency

A Air Namibia anuncia a sua 6a Frequência aos Sábados, a partir de 28 de Outubro 2012

Air Namibia proudly announces its 6th frequency on Saturdays starting 28 October 2012

Connections to 

Frankfurt, Accra, 
Cape Town and 
Johannesburg 

with Special Rates

Book Online: www.airnamibia.com.na
Call Centre +264 61 299 6111 or contact your Travel Agent.



New Operating Hours

Monday - Friday: 
06:00 - 22:00
Saturday & Sunday:  
09:00 – 17:00

... for your booking 
and reservation 
convenience.

Book Online: www.airnamibia.com.na
Call Centre +264 61 2996111 or contact your Travel Agent.

Introducing
Call Centre’s New 
Operating Hours
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events	calendar 

Send 	your 	 cont r ibu t ions 	 fo r 	 the 	Event s 	Ca l enda r 	 to 	 f l amingo@mac . com .na 	by 	 the 	15th 	o f 	 the 	p rev ious 	month

ExhibitioN 
Soul Ceramics, a collection created by Namibian ceramicist sarie maritz,  
at 19 barella street in klein windhoek, can be viewed until the 2nd  
(061 23 5809 or 081 300 4021)

ExhibitioN 
Blooms for LifeLine/Childline, a collection of more than 90 oil and acrylic paintings, collages, mixed 
media and drawings by barbara böhlke’s students, at the goethe centre until the 4th (061 22 5700)

ExhibitioN 
New views after 20 years, the annual uNAm student art exhibition, can be viewed at the Franco-Namibian 
cultural centre (FNcc) until the 6th (061 38 7330 or www.fncc.org.na)

ExhibitioN 
The Road Less Travelled, a second solo multimedia exhibition by kirsten wechslberger, can be viewed at the 
goethe centre until the 14th (061 22 5700)

ExhibitioN 
Namibia Today, a collection of artworks by various local artists at the National Art gallery (NAgN) in windhoek, 
until 31 January 2013 (061 23 1160)

ExhibitioN 
Elements of Expression: Far and Near, a collection of photographs by the FNcc's photographic students at the blue 
Frog restaurant, until 17 January (061 38 7330 or www.fncc.org.na)

thEAtrE
vau de ville, a theatre of magic with a fantasy world of characters gliding through the air and parading on stilts, 
presented by a cast of international performers, at the old power station in windhoek every wednesday, Friday and 
saturday at 19:30 until the 15th (081 355 7749)

SpEED chAllENgE
the annual lüderitz speed challenge – an international world-record attempt at speed sailing – until the 16th 
(www.luderitz-speed.com)

ENDurANcE
the 8th edition of the 100 km of Namib desert race takes place in the sossusvlei 
area until the 7th (www.100kmofnamibdesert.com)

Expo
the getaway off-road trailer rally and camping expo takes place at sun 
karros (daan viljoen) outside windhoek, until the 2nd (061 23 2393)

currently running...
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Vau	De	Ville		

The	
Lüderitz	
Speed	

Challenge	
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events	calendar december

Send	your 	cont r ibut ions 	 fo r 	 the 	Events 	Ca lendar 	 to 	 f l amingo@mac .com.na 	by 	 the 	15th 	o f 	 the 	p rev ious 	month

1

1

1

2 2

1

1

1

1

1

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Sunday Sunday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

ExhibitioN
An exhibition by local 

photographer tony Figueira opens 
at the woermannhaus gallery in 

swakopmund at 19:00, can be 
viewed until 12 January   

(064 40 2473)

cD lAuNch
Namibian musician elemotho 

launches Ke Nako (it’s time) at the 
playhouse theatre at 20:30  

(061 38 7330 or www.fncc.org.na)

guiDED WAlk
At the National botanical gardens 

in windhoek, starting at 08:00 
(061 202 2020)

triAthloN
the FNb desert triathlon takes 

place in swakopmund  
(061 26 0322 or  

www.otbsport.com)

toY ruN 
live to ride walvis bay motorbike 

club hosts its annual toy run, 
ending in front of the municipality 

(081 259 9027)

MArkEt
the monthly farmers’ market is 
hosted at the windhoek show 

grounds from 08:00 to 13:00. use 
the bell street entrance  

(081 436 3049) 

MoviE Night 
AfricAvenir presents the 

Namibian premiere of the 
south African documentary 

Behind the Rainbow by 
director Jihan el-tahri at the 

goethe centre at 19:00  
(085 563 0949)

bioMArkEt
organic vegetables, freshly 

baked bread and home-made 
products at 3 uhland street 

in klein windhoek from 08:00 
to 12:00 today and on the 8th 

(061 23 9555)

MArkEt
the vineta christmas market 
takes place at the corner of 

Aldridge and kuhnhast streets 
in swakopmund (081 141 0434 

or 081 273 8590)

MuSic circlE 
Featuring local musicians 

performing jazz, classics, folk, 
rock and reggae at the Nice 
restaurant in windhoek on 

most saturdays of the month 
until 9 February. watch press 

for details (081 122 3709)

Elemotho		
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9 Sunday

coNcErtS
the annual swakopmund music 

week takes place at various 
locations in town,  

until the 16th  
(www.musikwoche.com)

7
FriDAY

DANcE ShoW 
Olivia, choreographed 
and directed by Namibian 
sven-eric müller, presented 
by the waterfront theatre 
school of cape town, at 
the playhouse theatre 
in windhoek at 20:00, 
also on the 8th, and in 
swakopmund on the 12th 
& 13th at the haus der 
Jugend, at 20:00, 061 23 
2341, 085 124 3228  

14 14Friday Friday
FAir

the annual swakopmund 
christmas Fair takes place in the 

amphitheatre until tomorrow 
(081 124 6547)

cYcliNg  
the 44th total tara rally starts at 
the rugby stadium in windhoek 

at 19:45, finishing three days, 
26 stages and 715 km later on 
saturday the 17th at the skw 

(susanna.mohrmann@total.co.za)

6 Thursday

golF DAY 
the annual michelle mclean/
metropolitan golf day takes 
place at the rossmund golf 

course outside swakopmund 
until tomorrow  
(061 24 0807)

 

SAturDAY

8 boxiNg
the final of the mtc sunshine 
Academy boxing bonanza 
takes place in swakopmund 
at the vineta sports centre. 
dubbed Champions in the 
Desert, the bonanza features 
former wbA lightweight 
world champion paulus ‘the 
hitman’ moses, tyson uushona 
and wbo international super 
middleweight champion, 
wilberforce shihepo 
(computicket.com)

 

WEDNESDAY
5 thEAtrE

The Harare Files, a drama 
performed by tonderai 
munyebvu, based on the 
book In My Own Words: 
Zimbabwean Women’s 
encounter with Operation 
Murambatsvina, directed by 
sarah Norman, takes place at 
the bank windhoek theatre 
school (63 robert mugabe Ave) 
in windhoek at 19:00, with a 
second performance  
tomorrow (061 22 5700)
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Send	your 	cont r ibut ions 	 fo r 	 the 	Events 	Ca lendar 	 to 	 f l amingo@mac .com.na 	by 	 the 	15th 	o f 	 the 	p rev ious 	month
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22Saturday

WednesdayMonday Thursday

Friday

(Public Holiday)

Saturday

bEAch pArtY 
At tiger reef beach bar in 

swakopmund, as from 12:00, 
featuring music by dJ Alex, 

Jared g, baaz and reo 
 (www.facebook.com/pages/

tiger-reef)

ANgliNg 
the annual penguin Angling 

bonanza takes place in henties 
bay (081 127 0100)

DESErt boogiE  
this annual parachuting event 

takes place at the swakopmund 
Airfield as from 09:00, until 4 

January (064 40 5671)

SWiMMiNg
the annual otb pupkewitz 

Jetty mile takes place in 
swakopmund at 08:00 (061 26 

0322 or www.otbsport.com)

pArtY
 the red bull party takes place 

at tiger reef beach bar in 
swakopmund as from 16:00, 

featuring various dJs (facebook.
com/redbull)

FEStivAl
the mshasho X-mass Festival 

with Namibian singer the dogg 
and various supporting artists, 

a fusion between music and 
other activities, at the mondesa 

sports Field in swakopmund, 
 as from 18:00 

(computicket.com)

 

thurSDAY

FEStivAl
mondesa’s first cultural 
festival and the miss 
dingi mondesa takes 
place in swakopmund 
until the 30th, consisting 
of performances, 
competitions, sme trading, 
traditional food, and a gala 
dinner (081 377 2644 or  
mondesaculturalfestival@
gmail.com)

Blush	'n	Bass		



Founded in 2001, Nedbank Namibia’s Go Green Fund supports individuals and organisations that are working to create a sustainable 
future for Namibia’s people, natural habitats and endemic species.

Organisations like Eco Awards, which recognises establishments in tourism that operate on eco-friendly best principles, by recycling 
or reusing resources and reducing waste. The desert fl ower icon of the Eco Awards programme is now displayed at qualifying 

accommodation establishments around Namibia. 

With every Namibian who embraces sustainability, our prospects for a better tomorrow keep growing. 

For more on the Go Green Fund visit www.nedbank.com.na.

For more on the Eco Awards visit www.ecoawards-namibia.org.

A better tomorrow 
requires
our best today.
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•	 At	Christmas	1982	TIME	
magazine	bestowed	its	Man	of	
the	Year	award	to	the	computer	–	
the	first	and	only	time	the	award	
was	not	made	to	a	human.

•	 The	Romanian	dictator	Nicolae	
Ceausescu	and	his	wife,	Elena,	
were	captured	and	shot	by	revolu-
tionaries	on	Christmas	Day	1989.

•	 At	Christmas	in	1990,	at	the	
CERN	research	establishment	
in	Switzerland,	the	first	trials	
were	made	of	the	system,	which	
was	later	to	become	known	
as	the	World	Wide	Web.

•	 In	2004,	on	24	December,	while	
the	affluent	western	world	was	
recovering	from	the	effects	of	
festive	dinners,	a	huge	9.1	strength	
earthquake	and	sub-sequent	
tsunami	erupted	in	the	Indian	
Ocean,	devastating	coastal	areas	
of	Indonesia,	Thailand,	Sri	Lanka	
and	India,	and	killing	over	200,000	
people,	some	as	far	away	as	in	
South	Africa.	It	released	energy	
equivalent	to	100	years	of	world	
power	consumption,	made	the	
earth	wobble	measurably	on	its	
axis,	and	was	one	of	the	worst	
natural	disasters	in	history.

oN thE EvE oF WorlD WAr 1
In	1914,	on	the	first	Christmas	Eve	of	
the	First	World	War,	the	strange	and	
legendary	truce	occurred	between	
the	entrenched	German	and	Allied	
forces.	Soldiers	from	both	sides	
climbed	out	of	their	muddy	dugouts,	
placed	Christmas	trees	in	no-man’s	
land,	exchanged	festive	food	and	
drinks,	and	sang	carols	together.	
The	truce	lasted	for	several	days,	
until	furious	officers	on	both	sides	
forbade	further	‘fraternisation’	and	
ordered	the	resumption	of	hostilities.	
The	truce	was	not	repeated	in	the	
later	years	of	the	war.	Due	to	the	
slaughter,	the	bitterness	had	grown	
too	great	between	the	sides.

Did you know?
bill torbitt
International	University	of	Management

NotEWorthY hiStoricAl 
chriStMAS EvENtS 
•	 Sometime	around	the	year	

350	AD,	Christmas	began	to	be	
celebrated	on	25	December.

•	 On	Christmas	Day	1066,	William	
the	Conqueror	of	Normandy,	the	
last	person	to	successfully	invade	
England	and	defeat	the	Anglo-
Saxons,	was	crowned	king.

•	 On	Christmas	Day	1492,	
Columbus	finally	reached	the	
New	World,	docking	at	what	is	
now	the	Domi-nican	Republic.

•	 Isaac	Newton,	the	founder	of	
mathematical	physics,	was	
born	on	Christmas	Day	1642.

•	 On	Christmas	Day	1776,	General	
Washington	crossed	the	frozen	
Delaware	River	to	launch	a	surprise	
attack	on	the	British,	turning	the	
tide	in	the	American	War		
of	Independence.

•	 On	Christmas	Eve	in	1818	the	first	
Christmas	carol,	Silent	Night,	was	
performed	at	the	Church	of		
St	Nikolaus	in	Oberndorff,	Austria.

•	 On	26	December	1898	Pierre	
and	Marie	Curie	announced	their	
discovery	of	radium,	opening	the	
door	for	the	study	of	the	atom.

•	 On	23	December	1947,	John	
Bardeen,	Walter	H	Brattain	and	
William	Shockley	announced	
the	invention	of	the	transistor,	
laying	the	foundation	of	the	
modern	world	of	electronics.

•	 Also	in	1947,	in	South	Africa,	
Natal	(now	KwaZulu-Natal)	was	
thus	named	by	Vasco	da	Gama	
as	he	sailed	past	at	Christmas.	

•	 And	the	city	Natal	in	Brazil	was	
founded	on	Christmas	Day	
1599.	Indeed,	any	place	named	
Natal	was	more	than	likely	due	
to	Christmas	associations.

•	 Iconic	comedian	Charlie	
Chaplin	died	in	Switzerland	
on	Christmas	Day,	1977.

Sources 	and 	 re fe rences 	ava i l ab le 	 f rom	b i l l@ iway.na

chriStMAS iN NAMibiA
Not	much	actually	happens	in	
Namibia	at	Christmas	time,	other	
than	on	the	beach	at	Swakopmund,	
and	these	celebrations	are	not	
usually	of	historic	importance.	But	a	
few	little-known	events	have	been	
recorded:	the	Christmas	peace	in	
1842	in	Namibia	was	an	agreement	
between	Ovaherero	groups	with	the	
Nama	commander	Jonker	Afrikaner	
to	settle	in	what	is	now	Windhoek;	
and	at	Christmas	in	1906,	a	peace	
treaty	was	concluded	between	the	
Bondelswarts	Nama	community	
and	the	German	military	at	the	
height	of	the	Namibian	genocide.
The	community	members	were	
allowed	to	settle	near	Warmbad.	
And	on	Christmas	Day	in	Namibia	
in	1914,	invading	South	African	
troops	landed	at	Walvis	Bay.	The	
German	commander	of	Swakop-
mund,	Major	Ritter,	gave	orders	
not	to	defend	the	town	but	to	fall	
back	inland	to	delay	the	further	
advance	of	South	African	forces.

facts onchriStMAS  thE WorlD  ovEr
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Text	and	photographs	ron Swilling

It	was	all	laid-back-surfer	rhythm	
as	I	gave	cool-cat	Bambo	'It’s	
Rambo	with	a	B'	an	African	hand-
shake	and	climbed	aboard	Hata	
≠	Angu’s	minibus	for	a	morning	
of	sandboarding	in	the	dunes	
outside	Swakopmund.

Surfing 
the sand

A jumble of boards that looked as if they’d 
witnessed ample adventure was piled high 
in the back of the vehicle. they seemed to 

have a life of their own, as if about to burst forth with 
all the stories they could tell. they competed with the 
anticipation and excitement i could sense from the 
motley group of travellers who filled the vehicle. 

bambo beat them to it, and my attention turned to him 
as we drove into the dorob National Park. He informed 
me dorob meant ‘dry’ in his language, damara, as 
we passed the railing protecting the damara-tern 
breeding area from would-be intruders. He began to 
relate the amusing story of how he had been awarded 
the ‘best wipe-out’ prize in a recent sandboarding 
competition held on a monster dune referred to as  
the matterhorn. 

i was rapidly learning that it’s all about fun, games 
and enjoyment on the sandy slopes of swakop. it’s 
about feeling ‘da rythm of da sand dunes,’ as the Hata 
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≠Angu website advertises. only seven kilometres south 
of the town, we arrived at the drop-off point next to 
the towering dunes to embark on our climb in the 
spectacular sand sea.

before we began, the array of sandboards and slightly 
thicker snowboards – with an extra layer of Formica 
and a good layer of wax to reduce friction on the sand 
– were arranged on the sand below the apricot dunes. 
the group was split into those who had sandboarded or 
snowboarded before, which many a european visitor 
has, and those who were doing it for the first time.

For those with some experience of snowboarding, 
mastering the slipfaces of these slithery megaliths isn’t 
a huge leap. it’s a combination of weight-boarding, 
surfing and snowboarding, i’m told by bambo and 
fellow-guide, costa. beginners such as myself started 
to receive our sandboarding education and began to 
understand the sandboarders’ lingo. 

initially thinking i was being insulted when costa 
enquired if i was goofy, i soon realised that he was 
referring to which leg i favoured on the board. since i 
was not the only one to look confused, he gave someone 
a gentle push to ascertain if they were ‘naturals’, that is 
whether they needed to place their left leg forward on 

Bend your 
knees to absorb the 

shock; stick out your chest 
and open your arms; steer with 
hips and shoulders; don’t look 
down; look where you’re going; 
and finally, extend your arm 

in the direction you 
want to go.
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the board to keep control on the right, or whether they 
were ‘goofy-footed’, that is kept the right leg forward. 

the group also had the choice of sandboarding while 
standing up or lying down. those opting for lying 
down, like myself, could forego most of the gear and 
instead received a ‘high-tech machine’ – an oblong 
piece of hardboard – and a helmet. With helmets, boots 
and boards doled out to the rest (and after signing our 
lives away), the stand-up boarders started trudging up 
the first dune, looking like a moonwalker combined 
with a construction worker in heavy boots and helmets, 
or part of the Mad Max movie that was being filmed 
further south. the first dune gave us an idea of what 
was in store, as every ride down meant a climb up – and 
for the stand-up boarders this also meant a great deal of 
unstrapping and strapping of bindings.

“Welcome to our playground,” costa exclaimed 
when we reached the top. We had barely a moment 
to appreciate the spectacular glittering dune sea that 
extended to the horizon when it was time to learn the 
basics of sandboarding. those with sandboards needed 
more elbow grease, wiping wax on and rubbing it off 
with sand before every slope. then there were the 
instructions: bend your knees to absorb the shock; stick 
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out your chest and open your arms; steer with your 
hips and shoulders; don’t look down; look where you’re 
going; and finally, extend your arm in the direction you 
want to go.

our directions were much easier to grasp, as we were 
told to hold up the front corners of the sandboard and 
to keep our elbows and feet up. the advice given to 
all of us, however, was to relax. “if you relax, you 
have control of the board. if you’re tensed up, it has 
control of you,” costa informed us casually before the 
beginners started on a small slope, tumbling, careening 
down or hardly moving at all, no matter how hard they 
tried. it was all in the name of fun, i remembered as i 
tried out my first small slope, ‘whizzing’ down on my 
high-tech machine with a cheshire-cat grin from ear to 
ear. the boards are not to be sneezed at. they can reach 
speeds of up to 80 km/hour! 

A few more rides and climbs to the top of the 
small dune and i was ready to rest and watch the 
more advanced boarders, who were attempting  
a slope that seemed to drop into oblivion, and then  
had a seemingly mountain-like climb back up to repeat 
the performance.

Amazed at the courage of some of the boarders to 
careen down the steep slopes, i picked up my camera 
to capture these breathtaking moments of movement on 
sand. As the morning wore on and the sun attempted 
to shine through the thin layer of swakopmund mist, 
even the beginners found the nerve to take a shot at the 
higher dunes, probably spurred on by those spirited 
sandboards. the last dune was attempted by most, 
some weaving, some tumbling, some creeping and 
others elegantly ‘surfing’ down the high-dune waves in 
the unusually beautiful ochre sea.

over brötchen and cold drinks at the foot of the dune, 
with music playing softly from one of the vehicles, 
the contented bunch caught up on travels and stories. 
ochre and apricot flashes of people surfing over the 
sand accompanied us back in the vehicle as we were 
dropped off in central swakopmund. And with those 
lively sandboards, the minibus was full with the 
adventure of the morning, not to mention all the extra 
sand that had hitched a free ride back into town.

Some weaving, 
some tumbling, some 
creeping and others 

elegantly ‘surfing’ down 
the high dune waves in 
the unusually beautiful 

ochre sea.
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A brand new 
playground for 
innovation
created
Namibia Prototyping Week

www.pwc.com/na/en/prototype-week/index.jhtml

© 2012 PricewaterhouseCoopers. All rights reserved. In this document, PwC refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers Namibia, which is a member firm of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity.

Namibia’s ambition to catch up with world growth standards aided by rapid innovation and application in the 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and the reality of less than ideal industries in the country 
necessitated Namibia Prototyping Week – the first of its kind in Africa.

Over 80 Namibian stakeholders representing public and private sector interests in ICT and related industry 
segments, two PwC Global Leaders and notable global intellectual capacity leaders converged in Namibia’s capital 
city, Windhoek, from 29th October – 1st November 2012 and came up with the following agreed upon initiatives:

• 43 proposed projects to enable the country to accelerate and integrate the usage of ICTs in Namibia;
• Simplification of the regulatory framework in order to enhance digital economy;
• Creating a market for innovations and Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs);
• Considering lifting certain investment restrictions;
• Streamlining of State owned Enterprise (SOE) governance & operational model with a focus on redefining SOEs 

role as central catalyst to the development of private sector SMEs in Namibia.

Obtain the proceedings and conference outputs on our website, www.pwc.com/na/en/prototype-week/index.jhtml 
and find out how you can contribute to making Namibia a knowledge hub by following the discussions on Twitter. 

Nangula Uaandja - Partner    Stéfan Hugo - Partner
Tel: +264 61 284 1065     Tel: +264 61 284 1102
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buSiNESS 
ROUND-UP 

Namibia	has	a	strong	track	record	of	
attracting	foreign	investment	and	many	
well-known	international	companies	play		
an	active	role	in	a	wide	variety	of	sectors	
including	agriculture,	fishing,	mining,	
manufacturing,	construction,	tourism,	telecoms	and	financial	
services.	The	Namibian	Constitution	promotes	foreign	
investment	and	protects	private	property.	Every	month	
Flamingo	brings	you	a	round-up	of	the	most	important	
business	and	economics	news	from	Namibia,	put	together	by	
robin Sherbourne	of	local	economic	consulting	company	
Namibian	Economics.	To	receive	regular	updates	on	the	
Namibian	economy,	email	robin@namibianeconomics.com.

Namibia was ranked sixth out of 52 African states in the 
2012 ibrahim index of African governance, which 
saw improvements in the categories of safety and rule of 
law, participation and human rights, sustainable economic 
opportunity and human development.

more than 1 000 residential erven are being deve-
loped in Windhoek’s otjomuise extension 10 as part of 
government’s employment creation programme, 
scheduled to be completed on 21 April 2013. regional 
and local government, Housing and rural development 
minister Jerry ekandjo stated that N$320m is available 
over the next three years under the targeted intervention 
Programme for employment and economic growth 
(tiPeeg) to alleviate the housing shortage in the capital.

 
16 octobEr –  15 NovEMbEr 

2012

Namibia ranked 6th out of 52 
African countries in governance

the government institutions Pension Fund 
(giPF) has allocated 15% of its total assets to invest- 
ments in unlisted companies. its total assets reportedly  
now have a market value of N$54.8bn compared to 
N$46bn last year, bringing the 15% to N$8.2bn. by the 
end of september, the fund had already invested N$720m 
in 11 unlisted companies, where property development 
company safland Namibia were allocated the lion’s share 
at N$450m.

local banks must introduce the basic bank Account 
(bbA) for low-income earners before 31 october. so far 
only bank Windhoek and FNb Namibia have complied 
with the bank of Namibia instruction to accommodate 
individuals earning N$2 000 or less per month.



stronger investment and export indices pushed the iJg 
business climate index to new heights in september, 
according to the institute for Public Policy and research. 
the overall index gained 6.9 points. this is the most 
favourable business climate in 12 years. the investment 
index added eight points on the back of building plans 
completed. the export index rose by 3.7 points on the 
back of 8% and 14% increases in international zinc and 
copper prices respectively.

Namibian marine Phosphate (NmP) has received 
a mining licence from the ministry of trade and 
industry, on condition that it satisfies all obligatory 
environmental requirements. NmP will first have to 
obtain an environmental clearance certificate, however, to 
start with actual phosphate mining operations that have 
come under scrutiny on concerns regarding the impact of  
the operation on the marine ecosystem along with the 
fisheries sector.

the FNb House Price index increased by five points 
through June to 155, adding 19% year on year as local  
house prices continued to show strong growth, 
according to FNb Namibia’s manager of research and 
competitor intelligence, Namene kalili, advising that  
“...house prices continued to increase at a faster rate than 
economic growth and thus the market may be running out 
of runway as fewer people can afford properties at these 
price levels.”

Fast  
Facts  
on Foreign Currency when you enter 
or leave Namibia 

For Tourists 
There is no limit to the amount and form (cash, travellers’ 
cheques, credit cards etc.) of a foreign currency that you 
have on you when you arrive.

Visa and American Express credit cards are generally 
accepted everywhere.

Change your foreign currencies at authorised dealers 
such as commercial banks or bureaus de change.

Take note: it is a criminal offence to deal with 
unregistered dealers or to go through informal financial 
‘black markets’.

Certain hotels, tour operators and restaurants, can also 
operate with foreign currencies. 

Keep copies of evidence confirming the origin of the 
currency you carry, as proof. You may be required to 
show that when leaving the country.

There is also no limit on the sum of foreign currency 
visitors may take out with them. However, a maximum 
of N$10 000 in notes (or equivalent notes from Lesotho, 
South Africa and Swaziland) may be taken out of the 
country.

For Namibians travelling outside 
the CMA
Namibian travellers can exchange money 60 days before 
date of departure either at a local commercial bank or a 
bureau de change. 

All unspent portions of travel allowances must be sold 
back to authorised dealers or bureau de change within  
30 days after returning to Namibia. 

The exchange of foreign currency by unauthorised 
dealers is a criminal offence. Similarly the accumulation of 
foreign currency is illegal.

N$1 million is the maximum amount that can be taken 
out of Namibia annually. Travel allowances may be taken 
in any form (cash, travellers’ cheques, credit cards, etc.). 

A maximum of N$10 000 in notes (or equivalent notes 
from Lesotho, South Africa and Swaziland) may be taken 
in and out of Namibia at a time.

The CMA stands for Common Monetary Area, which 
includes South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland and Namibia.
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These pages are sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Namibia. The information is based on the opinions and information 
collected by Robin Sherbourne of Namibian Economics. The data is intended for general information only and does not deal exhaus-
tively with any topics. No responsibility can be accepted for any errors or loss, however caused or sustained
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Key indicators
€/n$ exchange rate 11.36 (14 november 2012)

£/n$ exchange rate 14.14 (14 november 2012)

US$/n$ exchange rate 8.92 (14 november 2012)

prime lending rate 9.25% (november 2012)

Inflation rate 7.1% (october 2012)

gross Domestic product (gDp) n$90.8 billion (2011)

World Bank classification Upper-middle income country

competition in Namibia’s telecommunication 
market is about to intensify, with mobile telecom-
munications company (mtc) advising that it will soon 
roll out fibre-optic telecommunication connections to 
businesses, and eventually to households. 

Husab, one of the world's biggest uranium mines,  
will begin operating in Namibia by the end  
of 2015, reported its owner, china guangdong Nuclear 
Power corp (cgNPc). cgNPc gained control of the  
Husab mine earlier this year after taking over kalahari 
minerals and extract resources in a deal worth about 
us$2.3bn.

the Walvis bay corridor group (Wbcg) recently 
increased its presence in southern Africa by opening 
its office in lubumbashi in the democratic republic of 
the congo. this takes the Wbcg foreign branches to  
promote the corridor as a preferred trade route in the 
region to three, where the other two are situated in 
Johannesburg, south Africa and lusaka, Zambia.

consumer inflation rose to 7.1% in october from 6.7%  
in september.
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text christine hugo
Photographs paul van Schalkwyk

His	aerial	photographic	art	carries	his	own	signature.	They	are	figments	
of	his	 imagination	mirrored	against	the	soul	of	a	country	that	never	
ceases	to	inspire	and	intrigue	him.	These	pieces	are	not	commercial.	
They	are	in	fact	very	personal.	Through	his	viewfinder	you	instinctively	
sense	the	passion,	the	irony,	the	contrast,	the	beauty,	the	melancholy,	
the	 weight	 and	 the	 wonder	 of	 the	 world.	 You	 will	 not	 necessarily	
know	his	story	and	might	have	no	explanation,	but	somewhere	in	his	
paintings	of	light,	his	moment	of	truth	resonates	with	your	own	and	
becomes	part	of	your	story,	because	it	moves	you.	As	art	does.

the visual journey of a namibian photographer

Art that  
challenges us
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For the past three years the enigmatic, abstract 
aerial photographs of Paul van schalkwyk have 
graced the cover of Air Namibia’s Flamingo 

magazine to the delight of Air Namibia passengers, and 
supporting the promise of the Airline – carrying the 
spirit of Namibia. intrigued, some readers even started 
collecting Flamingo covers, waiting in anticipation 
to see what strange and mysterious image would be 
revealed next. this edition is the final one bearing  
an image from Paul’s range of aerial photographs on  
its cover.

it is said that beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. it 
follows that appreciation of art in any form is absolutely 
subjective. some works of art offer temporary 
entertainment and pleasure that certainly make life 
more fun. but then there are paintings, music, books, 
poetry, films and photography that move us beyond the 
obvious, that speak to you as an individual, as if created 
with you in mind. this is art that changes, challenges 
and enlightens us. 

What conclusion the individual draws from a work of 
art often has little to do with the intention of the artist. 
like the postman in the italian film Il postino says to 
Pablo Neruda when he is caught stealing his poems to 
impress the love of his life: “Poetry is not for those who 
write it, but for those who use it.”

When Paul sets out in his aircraft to capture images 
from above, either alone or with his co-pilot son Henri or 
his pilot friend gustav, he does so to search for colours, 
textures, light and compositions that will satisfy his 
need to make the desolate beauty of this barren land  
his own. “i was captivated by the first man stepping 
on the moon. since then i have been fascinated with 
the idea, imagining myself to be the first person to 
visit remote landscapes,” he explains his obsession to 
explore the unexplored.

it is not, however, only man’s journey to the moon that 
captures Paul’s imagination. Filming a documentary 
about the bushmen many years ago, with the focus 

The biggest challenge in Paul’s 
compulsive yearning for the 
magical moments of life on 
earth from the air is time.

“Global climate change will 
affect us all; we just don’t 
know exactly how. I consider 
myself fortunate to be able to 
document part of the process.”
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on the science behind the ‘coded’ animal tracks and 
trails across a landscape, Paul realised that there was 
history and meaning behind every footprint. intrigued, 
he started to photograph animal tracks from the air, 
contemplating the meaning and capturing the mystery 
in a graphic, abstract way that leaves his images open 
for interpretation by the viewer. it is in this surreal 
and abstract portrayal of images that Paul’s art differs 
from that of other aerial photographic artists such as  
michael Politza and yann Arthus-bertrand.

of course, one of the forces that would influence these 
‘track messages’ is climate change – an issue that is 
becoming increasingly relevant in global conversations 
as the Arctic and Antarctic landscapes are being 
transformed by melting ice. How the earth and the 
natural landscape react to climate change is another 
important theme in Paul’s work. over the past ten years 
Namibia has experienced abnormally high rainfall, 
and several of Paul’s portfolios feature the transformed 
desert and semi-desert landscapes, urging viewers 
to think about the past and the future, about their 
perceptions of ‘natural’, and life as we know it.

“global climate change will affect us all; we just don’t 
know exactly how. i consider myself fortunate to be 
able to document part of the process.”

A flight of his imagination, a story written in the sand, 
the documentation of climate change or a combination 
of these, no matter what fuels his curiosity, Paul’s 
pursuit of the ultimate moment is epic. 

to be at the right place at the right time might 
sometimes be pure chance and luck, but for Paul it 
more often comes from being constantly aware of what 
is happening out there in the sky and on the deserted 
plains of Namibia. No weather pattern, season, or 
periodic force of nature ever happens without Paul 
being acutely attuned to it, contemplating the impact 
and effect on the land. this means that he often sets out 
to witness and photograph the kind of natural forces 
that most other pilots would rather avoid, because this 
is where the magic happens, where he can make art 
with his eyes and find images that will inspire him to 
work for hours on end in the digital darkroom.

Recording the magical moments 
of life on earth from the air 
is as essential to Paul’s soul 
as oxygen is to his lungs.
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 to reduce the weight of the aircraft as much as possible 
so that he can manoeuvre it to take the exact shot he 
wants, Paul often travels with barely any luggage or 
supplies. He frequently finds himself in very remote 
places where he sleeps on the ground under the wing 
of the aircraft. “once all the luxuries are stripped away, 
you are colder or hotter than usual and sleep a little less 
comfortably, but your senses become more attuned and 
you ‘see’ better.”

the biggest challenge in Paul’s compulsive yearning 
for the magical moments of life on earth from the air is 
time. Founder and executive chairman of an advertising 
agency, television station and publishing house, he 
must manage his calendar carefully to escape these 
commitments to attend to his art. 

For him this is as essential to his soul as oxygen to 
his lungs – it has always been. Paul’s relationship with 
the camera started when he was still a young boy at 
school. His passion for the visual image has been the 
main driving force behind every venture of his career. 

A legendary photographer and filmmaker in Namibia, 
he has received more than 50 awards, both locally 
and internationally, for his work as photographer, 
cinematographer, director and writer. His wildlife 
films have been broadcast on National Geographic, 
Discovery, Animal Planet and other television channels 
around the globe, and his photographs are published 
regularly in local and international magazines. 

Paul’s exhibitions, both solo and with other Namibian 
artists, have been greatly successful, and in 2004 he 
was one of only nine African artists invited to exhibit 
at the Artiade during the 2004 olympics in Athens, 
the international art exhibition that travels with the 
olympic games. 

His more commercial work is marketed under the tAlA 
brand and features images captured during his travels 
through Africa and around Namibia. more realistic 
and decorative, the tAlA range is most successful for 
interior design that can accommodate large images that 
bring the beauty of Africa to spaces with visual impact.



Text	and	photographs		Marita van rooyen

“Move	around	the	country	and	
see	the	reality	on	the	ground	
rather	than	perceptions	based	on	
political	machinations.”
Karikoga	Kaseke,	Zimbabwe	Tourism	Authority	CEO

A greater Zimbabwe
as tourism turns 
a new page
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once upon a time Zimbabwe was a magical place. 
it was the breadbasket of Africa, providing 
surrounding countries with an abounding 

variety of agriculturally based resources, grown from 
its rich soils. A leading tobacco producer and coal 
supplier, it provided investment opportunities of note. 
Home to the unrivalled natural wonder of Africa, 
the Victoria Falls; remnants of a former empire, great 
Zimbabwe; and a land abundant in elephants and other 
game, Zimbabwe was once a top tourist destination.

unfortunately much has happened since to tarnish 
the country’s image of wealth and prosperity, including 
the forced seizure of white-owned commercial farms, 
which led to a sharp drop in agricultural production, 
and tourist numbers.

but, as the focus gradually returns to tourism, the 
magic is slowly making a comeback. 

This	is	the	first	of	a	series	of	five	articles,	giving	a	fresh,	user-friendly	take	on	tourism	in	Zimbabwe.

A	performance	by	traditional	dancers	is	a	prerequisite	for	any	
celebratory	event.

The	mighty	Victoria	Falls,	locally	known	as	'the	smoke	that	thunders'.	

Sculptor	Eliot	Temba	shows	off	one	of	
his	masterpieces.

The	ZANU-PF	headquarters	
stands	proud	in	the	capital.	
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Natural wonders unfold
the country’s key selling point is undoubtedly the 

majestic Victoria Falls, locally called mosi-oa-tunya, 
‘the smoke that thunders’. inscribed on a nearby 
plaque, the waterfall is described as a place with ‘soul-
stirring power, breathtaking beauty, and life-elevating 
majesty’. but no words can really do justice to the 
largest single sheet of flowing water in the world. it is 
simply a see-it-for-yourself phenomenon, with a great 
selection of activities to cater for adrenaline fanatics of 
any age and calibre.

besides the falls, Zimbabwe hosts its own personal 
seven wonders – great people and a fascinating culture; 
a rich history and heritage; the majestic medieval stone 
city of great Zimbabwe; pristine nature and wildlife; the 
mystique of the eastern Highlands; and the mythical 
and phenomenal kariba dam.

The world meets Africa
in october, the country hosted its fifth edition of 

the sanganai/Hlanganani World travel and tourism 
Africa Fair under the banner ‘Where the World meets 
Africa’. this year 95 international buyers – tourism 
operators, media and tourism investors – from world 
tourism markets such as china, germany, America, the 
united Arab emirates and France, attended the fair. As 
many as 265 stands were booked, with 1 230 exhibitors 
showcasing their products, 85 being foreign exhibitors, 
increasing numbers by a whopping 254% over 2011. 

As the event kicked off, deputy Prime minister, 
Arthur mutambara, stated that tourism was now a 
key driver of the economy and would continue to 
garner government support. “We are broadening the 
definition of our tourism products in terms of historical, 
cultural and academic tourism. institutions such as the 
university of Zimbabwe and Fort Hare – which were 
attended by political dissident robert sobukwe and 
presidents mugabe and mandela – have a powerhouse 
of history that needs to be packaged under tourism. We 
need the tourism engendered by the struggle.” 

While	exploring	tourism	in	the	SADC	
region,	take	advantage	of	the	opportunity	
to	take	a	new	look	at	Namibia’s	neighbour,	
Zimbabwe.	Namibian	companies	offering	
tours	to	Zimbabwe	are	SWA	Safaris,	Pack	
Safaris,	Sense	of	Africa,	African	Eagle,	
Namibia	Tours	&	Safaris,	and	Namibia		
Travel	Connection.	

Air	Namibia	

flies	direc
tly	

to	Harare,	fou
r	

times	a	week.

www.airnamibia.com
.na

An	artist's	impression	of	the	Zimbabwean	leader,		
President	Robert	Mugabe	

Stone	artworks	at	the	Chapungu	Sculpture	Park	in	Harare		
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At the same time, the event saw the official launch 
of township tourism in Zimbabwe, as dignitaries and 
buyers were swept off in a colourful procession to 
robert mugabe’s childhood house in Highfield, the 
high-density suburb of Harare. Among the festivities, a 
precious history was shared. As was noted, “the world’s 
people have come to value the African way of life and 
are eager not only to come and see and learn about it, 
but also experience it.” the procession escalated to over 
5 000 people traversing the streets of the township to 
celebrate tourism for the people, by the people.
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And	then	there’s	the	2013	UNWTO	General	
Assembly	Zimbabwe,	which	in	conjunction	
with	Zambia	has	won	the	bid	to	co-host	
the	2013	United	Nations	World	Tourism	
Organisation	(UNWTO)	General	Assembly	
at	Victoria	Falls	in	August.	The	event	is	
expected	to	attract	a	significant	number	of	
international	business	people	and	tourists	to	
this	African	landmark.	Interestingly	enough,	
in	2009	–	three	months	into	his	current	role	
–	Tourism	and	Hospitality	Minister	Walter	
Mzembi	made	a	pledge	to	work	towards	
the	hosting	of	such	a	landmark	event	in	
Zimbabwe.	His	dream	came	true,	and	in	
2013	the	world	will	see	a	Zimbabwean	event	
that	might	well	change	many	people’s	
preconceived	ideas	of	the	country	for		
the	better.

Part	2	of	the	series	will	cast	an	eye	on	Africa’s	
great	natural	wonder:	the	Victoria	Falls.

The	colourful	street	procession	at	the	launch	of	Township	
Tourism	in	Harare's	high-density	suburb	of	Highfields.

Zimbabwe's	national	carrier	is	airborne	again!

Available	at	gift	shops	in	Harare	are	an	eclectic	variety	of	
souvenirs	made	from	recycled	materials.		
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When i arrived in Namibia, i thought i 
would probably have to send out the 
same bonn postcard. but i was excited 

and surprised to find that the nightlife in Namibia was 
the most invigorating i’d ever experienced in the many 
places around the world i’d lived in or visited.

Namibia’s nightlife is most definitely not comparable to 
that of las Vegas or sun city. it’s not the gambling glitz 
and screaming neon of macau or Atlantic city. We don’t 
have euro disney sunset parades with fireworks. there 
are no Parisian jazz cafes or berlin upscale nightclubs 
with sultry music where slinky evening wear is de 
rigueur. Namibia is not lit up like nighttime in beijing 

Text	Jackie Marie
Photographs	howie le, Steve Jurvetson

I	lived	in	Bonn,	Germany	during	
its	last	days	as	a	capital	city.	
When	I	first	arrived,	I	shopped	
for	the	usual	postcards	to	send	
to	my	relatives.	There	was	one	
card	about	the	quiet	nightlife	
that	made	me	roll	with	laughter.	
The	photo	on	the	postcard	was	
completely	blacked	out,	and	at	
the	bottom,	in	small	letters,	it	
said:	‘Bonn	bei	nacht’.

Nightlife namibia
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at the chinese New year. And you will certainly not find 
all-night bars like Vila olímpia in sao Paolo. Namibia’s 
nightlife is far more fulfilling than all of that.

in Namibia at night the crystal-clear dark sky places 
every star in the cosmos right on top of your head; 
it’s breathtaking. there is no escaping the twinkling, 
glittering night sky. it seems to be all around! the moon 
is so close you feel you could touch it! my heart flutters 
with half fear/half amazement when i look up and  
soak it in. 

A special feature of Namibian nightlife is a night 
nature drive. you will probably not witness a pride of 
lions making a kill; for that there are nature channels 
on television. instead you will probably see all kinds of 
other nocturnal creatures, such as night birds of prey 
with glowing eyes, and chameleons glowing white as 
they sit in various trees along the roadside.

one evening while i was on a game drive, a leopard was 
observing us from a tree above our heads as we stopped 
to look in another direction at one of Namibia’s eleven 
owl species. imagine the scene: the leopard staring at the 
people staring at a huge barn owl. mardi gras in New 
orleans has nothing to offer that compares to the thrill 
of seeing a leopard in a tree, with his recent kill draped 
over a branch. No nightclub on the sunset strip in lA 

can compare to being PArt of the night, rather than just 
being out at night. 

When out on a Namibian night you won't breathe in 
cigarette and other kinds of smoke – like at a night rock 
concert in montreal – or cigar fumes in Havana’s lively 
nightspots. instead, you will deeply inhale the fresh, 
crisp Namibian evening air. your lungs won’t know what 
hit them! 

When a warm night wind moves across our land, 
particularly if you’re at a waterhole and can see the hair 
and tails of the animals blow in the wind, you will hold 
your chin up, close your eyes and let it go through your 
hair. if your hair is permanently on holiday, that wind 
will cool the top of your head, which was probably 
covered all day. of course, what you might smell when 
you’re breathing deeply while on a nature drive will 
not be oscar de la renta’s latest perfumed scents. it will 
also not be body odours emanating from a packed dance 
floor in london’s egg Night club in king’s cross. And 
Namibia’s nature scents will be particularly ‘ripe’ if you 
visit the cape cross seal area or pass mounds of fresh 
elephant dung. but the smells will tie in with the natural 
nighttime experience. 

After dark, you could also sit around a campfire and 
hear stories of local people, and maybe the wonderful 

Mardi Gras in New Orleans has 
nothing to offer that compares to the 
thrill of seeing a leopard in a tree, with 
his recent kill draped over a branch.
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staff working at the rural lodges will sing, dance, and 
play traditional instruments as entertainment. they may 
even ask you to join in! this is not idols or X-Factor! Just 
get up there and shake your thing, or belt out your best 
version of whatever song you want!

As Namibia’s tourism demographic shifts – the majority 
of arrivals are now in the 30- to 50-year-old category – 
you could imagine that the demand for jazzy things to 
‘do’ at night might increase. equally, it is easy to assume 
that the 50- to 70-year-olds would likely call it a day 
after dinner and hit the sack. i can definitely understand 
that! let’s face it: after 50, it takes a great deal of internal 
motivation and many deep breaths to get out of bed, 
‘wash up, dress up and show up'! every morning, i have 
to have a major negotiation with my knees just to get 
them to take me into the shower. 

but, age doesn’t deter enjoyment of the natural 
Namibian nightlife. the young, those dreaming about 
being young, not to mention those who are happy to 
no longer be young, are eager to be a part of Namibia’s 
natural nightlife. 

it seems that most guests rather like our night music 
performed by the rhythmic chirping created by cicadas 
with their back legs, night birds in song competitions, 
bebop from jackals, scat jazz from hyaenas, trumpets and 
horn selections from elephants, high-pitched vibratos 
from zebras, and base roars from lions of the night. 

this is our Namibian nightlife: club Nature, the 
best in the world. We are open to all, and have no age 
restrictions, no drink minimums, no dress code and no 
cover charge per table.

The young, those dreaming about 
being young or those who are happy 
to no longer be young, are eager to be 
part of Namibia’s natural nightlife. 
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Art
  dimensions          

Flamingo	provides	background	
information	on	the	latest	and	
greatest	exhibitions,	productions	
and	events	on	the	visual	and	
performing	arts	scene	in	Namibia.

Art hAppENiNgS DUrIng the  
feStIve SeaSon Text		marita van rooyen

imagine a world without art. or actually, don’t. 
Without art, earth would only be ‘eh’. it would lose 
its essence, its spirit. luckily, in Namibia december 

is not only a jolly, festive month; it is also peak time  
for art exhibitions, performances and inspirational 
earth fillers.

At this time of year swakopmund is usually the hub of 
creativity, and this season two big names in photography 
are exhibiting their works. tony Figueira’s Fairy Circles, 
magic triangles & the rabbit in the window is on show 
in the Woermannhaus Art gallery, and promises to 
be as intriguing as it sounds. karl Andre terblanche’s 
exhibition of fine-art images at die muschel, consists of 
black-and-white wildlife portraits, and colour photo-
graphs featuring the Namibian landscape. the Fine Art 
gallery showcases an exhibition by carola kronsbein 
goldbeck, entitled Celebrating Nature. this is carola’s 
first exhibition since 1993.

in Windhoek two major events take place during 
december. soul-stirring Namibian musician, elemotho, 
will perform at the Playhouse on 1 december, while on 
5 and 6 december, the theatre school will host Harare 
Files, a captivating one-woman performance from 
Zimbabwe. it tells seven of the 700 000 stories of those 
left homeless by the Zimbabwean government in 2005. 
Also on 1 december, the Namibia National symphony 
orchestra and the Namibian symphonic choir present 
Handel’s messiah at the National theatre of Namibia, 
conducted by Alexander Fokkens. the Pure & simple 
gallery will exhibit works by John sampson, entitled 
Erotic Elements, giving art lovers a most interesting 
glimpse into a topic usually regarded as taboo.

So don your arty hat, and celebrate this festive 
season with art!
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Karl	Andre	Terblanche

John	Sampson

Tony	Figueira

Harare	Files
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chriStMAS giFtS gAlorE  
to See yoU Into the neW year

sAlly – release of her 
new album Courage!
the Afro-fusion and Afro-jazz singer’s first solo 
album entitled Courage has landed and is available 
countrywide. the album consists of 16 tracks, including 
the hit single, Share my Love. sally is regarded as the 
most entertaining artist in Namibia.
For bookings: +264 (0)81 429 1277 
or +264 (0)81 100 2068
Follow Sally on: www.facebook.com/sweetsally
View video on Youtube: Sally – Share My Love

qoNJA – new album Gone Gone Gone!
the kwaito artist qonja has released his four-studio 
album entitled Gone Gone Gone! it’s available 
countrywide, and its 12 tracks feature an array of 
artists from different genres, including sally, dixon, 
Axue and Hishishi Papa. qonja is renowned for his 
lyrically rich compositions and storytelling ability. He 
says that with this album he is taking the listener on a 
real-life journey, exploring various avenues of life, as he 
has experienced it.
For bookings: +264 (0) 81 122 1909 / www.qonja.com
View video on Youtube: Hey Mister

mAsZANgA – their new album Tjaaai
they are called the stage killers and right now they 
are dominating the Namibian music industry! After 
two years of nurturing, grooming and polishing, the 
maszanga album entitled Tjaaai has finally hit the 
circuit. it is a 13-track album featuring the hit single 
Nale and Mbiryanga. in this album, maszanga has 
fused Namibian traditional music with the Afro-pop 
genre, calling it an Afro-Namibian blend. the album is 
available countrywide.
For bookings: +264 (0)81 335 7500 
View video on Youtube: MasZanga – Nale

Text	zenao Angula

First of all I would like to thank God almighty for giving 
me the talent and opportunity to finally show the world 
just how much he has blessed me. 

I want to thank my loving family and friends that 
supported me from day 1, I was just a singer but now 
you turned me into a star, may God be with you all.

Mom, you never turned my dreams down of being a 
singer, in fact you told me to go out there and make 
something of myself. Thank u.

Thank you Gabriel and Ndeshi for always listening 
and pointing me in the right direction. To Balbin, 

you pushed me to always work hard and not to 
relax. Than you Miss B. Charlene, you’re a big sis 

I never had thank you for all the advice u keep 
giving me. To madam boss Nanu, thank you 

for the great costumes, sisterly love and 
support, much love.

To team Sally; Paulina, Carlos, Miss B, 
Rose, Tania, Helena, Lucy’s exclusive 

boutique, Imms, Siteketa Jafeé, 
Cash and Kboz thank you so 

much guys.
Thank you Mr. Imms 

Mulunga for the 
contribution to the 

album. This is the 
beginning of 

our success.

Thank you Patrick for not hesitating on doing a song 
with me. It was meant to be, you’re the best. Blossom 
girl you are a good friend and very talented thank you 
so much.

Diop thank you for crossing over to do this song with 
me. Thank you Cashley aka (cyber) for all the help and 
input you made, you and I will go far, God bless you. 
Thank you Tafanji for always listening and directing me. 
Sam and Claude, thank you guys for always coming in 
and playing sweet melodies and the dedication you’ve 
shown. Thank you Solani AKA GLOW for always being 
there and playing good music.to Pedrito, the time we 
spent was short but you’re a star that will always shine 
bright in our lives thank you so much rest in peace.

To my fans; thanks for the support from day 1 and 
I hope this album is to your satisfaction the wait is 
finally over. The media; both electronic and print and 
to all radio and TV stations, DJ’s, this one is for you so 
pump it till you drop.

To Valentine I’m speechless; you’re a friend a sister and 
God mummy! Thank you so much for every thing. And 
last, I thank my husband, producer, promoter and father 
to our son, you stand by me every time anywhere and 
I thank you for the fire in you to never give up on our 
dreams, you have dedicated your time and life to make 
sure my music is heard by every ear. Thank you so much 
and I love you. May God bless all of you. 

Thank you.

APPRECIATION

1.  HELLO NAMIBIA
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA

2.  KONA  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA. 
BASS AND LEAD GUITAR PLAYED 
BY CLAUDE TSHIBASU

3.  SHARE MY LOVE  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA

4.  ODULA  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA. 
CO PRODUCED BY SAM BATOLA.

5.  BOSS MADDAM 
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA 
& BOSLEY A KEYA. & LUCAS BE-
TWEL. BASS AND LEAD PLAYED 
BY SAM BATOLA

6.  FIRST LOVE 
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA 
& DIOP KAMAIZEMI KATUUO FOR 
ONDARATA

7.  RUMBASA  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA, 
BASS AND LEAD PLAYED BY SAM 
BATOLA

8.  BOO BOO FT PATRICK (PDK) 
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS. 
WRITEN BY SALLY EPHRAIM KEYA 
& PATRICK MWASHINDANGE FOR 
OMALAETI MUSIC. INTRO BY DJ 
SIYA

9.  INOLILA  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ & GLO 
(Elvo Studio), WRITEN BY SELLY 
EPHRAIM KEYA FOR TURNTABLE 
KING PRODUCTIONS

10.  IN LOVE WITH YOU 
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA

11.  YOU ARE FT. CASHLEY  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA 
& LUCAS BETWEL. LEAD GUITAR 
PLAYED BY GLO (Elvo Studio). 
PIANO PLAYED BY PEDTRITO.

12.  EEHAMBA FT. BLOSSOM  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA 
& RUUSA NDAPEWA MUNALYE. 
LEAD AND BASS PLAYED BY SAM 
BATOLA

13.  CAN’T TAKE MY MAN  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA

14.  NGENO  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA. 
PIANO PLAYED BY PEDRITO

15.  FOLLOW ME  
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA

16.  WHISTLER (ORCHESTRAL VERSION) 
PRODUCED BY DJ KBOZ FOR 
TURNTABLE KING PRODUCTIONS, 
WRITEN BY SELLY EPHRAIM KEYA. 
ACOUSTIC AND LEAD GUITAR PLAYED 
BY SAM BATOLA

c o u r a g e

Sal ly
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musHe – his new album Letter From The President
Namibia male Arist of the year in the 2012 Namibia Annual music Awards 
(Namas) mushe has dropped his second solo album Letter From The 
President. it’s a 19-track album featuring the hit single I Thought It’s 
You. He worked with many Namibian producers and Namibian artists on 
this album. Featured are exit, Ann singer, ongoro Nomundu, Nakale, star, 
buju katyoko and young cash. mushe, also owner of kassie Juice, adds that 
the difference between his previous album and this one is that Letter From  
The President is more developed, and contains many of the genres people 
listen to.
For bookings: +264 (0)81 229 7881 
omunangeshefamushe@gmail.com

gAZZA – JUST WYLING reality tV show!
A reality show, pioneered by lazarus shiimi, known as gazza, is moving 

into season two. gazza is a musician, producer, songwriter and the 
Ambassador of education. the show is the first of its kind for Namibia, 
and is aimed at educating as well as entertaining the Namibian population 
at large. 

season one of the show started off with the gmP crew in the usA, in 
the city of Atlanta. in season two the crew embarks on a journey that will 
broaden the Namibian public’s knowledge of the world and the places 
they’ve heard about but probably not seen. in the show you learn about 
true American culture and social lifestyle. 

the crew’s visit to places such as martin luther House, the legendary 
Hollywood sign, the dirty south, georgia and other famous places 
such as the dash shop of the kardashians will be featured (and don’t 
forget their performance in canada while waving the Namibian  
flag high!). 

moving into season two, the reality show now picks up with the gmP 
crew and four fans on a luxury cruise where they will spend four nights 
on the ship from durban, south Africa to barra island in mozambique. 
the show airs on the Nbc (Namibian broadcasting corporation) television 
channel every Wednesday from 19:00 to 19:30, and on channel 135 on dstv.
SMS the word ‘Fun’ to 70030 and stand a chance of spending 
four nights with Gazza and his crew on a luxury cruise ship from 
Durban, South Africa to Barra Island in Mozambique.

the NAtioNAl Art gAllery 
oF NAmibiA, Windhoek

This symmetrical composition is 
constructed around three central 
figures in traditional attire kneel-
ing on a giant traditional granary 
basket. Three half-moon shapes 
recede from behind the figures 
through emerging flames and as-
cend towards a woven basket ring 
and into another realm. Layered 
in streams behind the moon is a 
starry sky filled with animal and 
ancestral figures. Nine doves lin-
ger above the flames and around 
the woven ring, high in a blue sky. 
Madisia expresses his affinity to his 
African roots, culture and beliefs 
in this technically accomplished 
work, which articulates his feel-
ings of pride, gratitude and praise  
in a balanced composition of 
shapes, textures, and warm and 
cool colours.

viewing times
Mon–Fri: 08:00–17:00

Sat 09:00-14:00
Tel: 061 23 1160

Cell: 081 275 0678

the National Art gallery of Namibia is 
located at the corner of John meinert 
street and robert mugabe Avenue. it 
houses a vibrant gallery shop with a 
wide variety of locally produced art and 
craft items. the NAgN will be closed for 
the festive season from 24 december 
2012 until 2 January 2013.

WorsHiPPiNg WitH  
AN AFricAN ideNtity

Joseph Madisia
Serigraph 2/3, 493 x 629 mm

1992
AAHt collection



one small step for a namibian beauty queen

one giant leap for Namibia’s 
children

it’s true that it takes only a second for one’s life 
to change dramatically. my life-altering moment 
happened early on the morning of 9 may 1992 in 

bangkok when, as one of the top three finalists at the 
miss universe Pageant, i was asked the last question: 
“What would you do if you were made leader of your 
country tomorrow?”

i was intent on not giving the answers that beauty 
queens usually give, as in working towards world peace, 
feeding starving children and rescuing stray animals. 
instead i told my truth and promised the world and 

This	is	the	story	of	a	girl	not	yet	
21	who	had	a	dream	and	made		
a	pledge	to	the	world.	She	turns		
40	this	year,	and	her	trust	has	
come	of	age.

“

Text	Michelle Mclean
Photographs	courtesy of the MMct 
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myself that i would look after the children of Namibia, 
because they were the future of our country. 

With that, i stepped back and joined the others on 
stage, expecting one of my fellow finalists to be crowned 
miss universe. i hugged and congratulated them. then 
the second Princess was announced and only two of us 
were left. only when the name of the First Princess was 
called out, did the penny drop. As if in slow motion, i 
heard my name announced as miss universe 1992, and 
so an extraordinary journey began, and the michelle 
mclean children trust [mmct] was born.” 

in the 20 years since that incredible day, the mmct has 
been a conduit to provide assistance to a large number 
of disadvantaged children and com-
munities in Namibia, a country 
hardly anyone knew about in 1992, 
one year after independence. Frank 
Fredericks winning the silver medal 
in the 200 metres at the olympic 
games in the year i won my title, 
greatly contributed to many people 
recognising that Namibia was in fact 
in Africa and not in south America.

When i arrived in Namibia for my 
homecoming celebration after winning the coveted 
title, i auctioned the car i had won as start-up capital 
to launch the mmct. my dear friends Nic and elsada 
kruger encouraged me, guiding me through the initial 
teething problems of starting an Ngo. today Nic is still 
a trustee. i am also indebted to danie botes, who came 
on board in the beginning, as did conny maritz, at a 
time when very few people believed that i would be 
true to my word and build the mmct into the success 
that it is today.

over the years we have initiated and managed 
hundreds of projects. to date we’ve raised over N$40 
million. during the miss universe Pageant in Namibia 
in 1995, at our first fundraising gala dinner hosted by 
our patron, the Founding President dr sam Nujoma, 
and the late mr Werner list of the olthaver & list 
group, the mmct expanded from a small entity into a 
fully-fledged Ngo. 

the Heart of a child project founded in 1998 with 
the late Prof chris barnard ensured that more than 26 
children received operations for life-threatening heart 
defects at over N$80 000 an operation.

 in 1999 my son luke was born, and the work of 
the mmct received recognition 
from donald trump, who presented  
me with the lifetime Achieve-
ment Award that only one other 
miss universe in the 60 years of 
the pageant has been awarded  
to date. 

besides the hundreds of projects 
that we initiated and have managed 
over the years, such as operation 
snowball entailing the distribution 

of food, blankets and clothes; entrepreneurial 
and Financial skills courses; and bursaries for 
medical students, in 2000 we also founded and 
built the michelle mclean Primary school outside 
Windhoek. today the school educates more than  
900 children. 

We have had the honour of being supported by 
Hollywood’s golden couple Angelina Jolie and brad 
Pitt. they donated over N$500 000 to the mmct 
when their baby shilo was born in Namibia in 2005. 
We completed 10 projects with them, the most recent 

The Cool Project, 
endorsed by our 
patron, Dr Sam 

Nujoma, has seen 
school attendance 

increase significantly 
in northern Namibia.
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being the cool Project that delivered 
around 80 rough-terrain bicycles to 
schools in northern Namibia, where 
children sometimes walk as many 
as eight to ten kilometres to school 
every day. this project, endorsed 
by our patron, dr sam Nujoma, has 
seen the school attendance increase 
sig-nificantly in the region. it is 
due to the support of our generous 
patron; the Namibian government; 
the business community including metropolitan life, 
which has sponsored our golf day for 10 years; and 
many other caring individuals that we celebrate our 
success story today. 

the World economic Forum attended by the likes of 
bill clinton, emeritus Archbishop tutu and richard 
branson, recognised the mmct in 2010 as one of the 
most progressive Ngos in Africa. in certain respects 
it is unique to other Ngos insofar as it generates a 
sustainable income by partnering in various businesses. 
sharing a percentage of the profits is the cornerstone 
of the mmct’s success, as opposed to merely raising 
funds, which especially in our dire economic 
environment worldwide, has sadly resulted in many 

welfare organisations being unable 
to continue with their projects.

 As a woman and a mother 
i’m immensely grateful for the 
opportunities afforded me to 
give my son, luke, access to 
education. it is hugely rewarding 
and fulfilling to know that for 20 
years i have been able to contribute 
towards other mothers and fathers 
educating their children through 

the efforts of my wonderful team and staff at  
the mmct.

 i have to smile when i remember the first visit of my 
fiancé, gary, to the michelle mclean Primary school. 
He almost fell off his chair laughing when he heard the 
school song, The Mighty, Mighty Michelle. the family 
always teases me about it, because anyone who knows 
me well will tell you that i’m anything but mighty… 
i’m incredibly grateful to my wonderful, supportive 
and loving family and humbled by the opportunities 
afforded me in life, and that i have been able to 
contribute to the wellbeing and education of so many 
families and children less fortunate than myself. i feel 
privileged beyond belief for being blessed with this 
incredible life.

I’m incredibly 
grateful to my 

wonderful, supportive 
and loving family, 
and humbled by 
the opportunities 

afforded me in life.
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Stay, go dye 
fuzz dummy 
colour

big stories
about little things

Photographs	Joh henschel

on the sweeping desert plain a tree stands proud, 
for all to see. A single tree, a lovely camel-
thorn, its gnarled branches reach upwards, 

gripping the bright sky, keeping the glare at bay. the 
tree is festooned with fuzz. gossamer threads bridge 
the gaps between the twisted branches and converge at 
fist-sized woolly blobs laced with silver ribbons bearing 
colourful specks. dummy colours, comprising a subtle 
mixture of camouflage and eye-catching hues, lend the 
decoration a fittingly fanciful appearance. And why 
not? it’s the festive season!

What lives in the tree, and goes about dyeing the 
fuzz with dummy colour? it is nothing less than the 
harmless, piebald masked velvet spider Stegodyphus 
dumicola: stay, go dye fuzz dummy colour. dumicola 
spiders are social, very social. on the shady patio of 
each woolly blob, throbbing parties promenade with 
a multitude of bubbling legs like at a masked ball. on 
each patio, ten to a hundred spiders circle each other. 
this tree has many patios and a good many spiders, and 
there are many more similarly festooned trees across 
Namibia, albeit often less heavily decorated.

other kinds of spiders do not live together and move 
away from each other. spiders in general are not good at 
sharing food, and may even eat each other. but dumicola 
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This	is	the	fifteenth	in	a	series	by	 Joh henschel		
of	EnviroMEND	about	the	Namib	Desert.	Its	wonders	
have	many	forms,	some	of	which	are	tiny,	easily	
overlooked	creatures	such	as	social	spiders.

spiders are driven to stay together by ants vying for 
possession of the tree. the ants farm scale insects 
attached to green twigs on the tree, and ruthlessly 
defend these patches and the pathways leading from the 
ant nests below the tree to the patches. 

dumicola build their nests – these are the woolly blobs 
on our festive tree – against twigs and branches. they 
are in the ants’ way. When hordes of ants attack the 
spiders, they approach by walking across the spider’s 
defensive line of sticky silk placed in their way. but 
the ants that become stuck form a bridge for those that 
follow, enabling the attack to advance. A single spider 
is overwhelmed by the horde, and is driven out or 
killed. the spider’s puny bite is no use against so many 
viciously biting and acid-spraying foes. However, if the 
spiders club together, they can spin enough sticky silk 
around the twigs leading to their nest to keep these 
driving hordes of ants at bay. dumicola have good 
reason to celebrate, as they have the upper hand in our 
tree on the desert plain.

Fuzzy spider silk does not only line the twigs, but 
is also finely spun into pretty large webs that extend 
across the spaces between tree branches. dumicola catch 
all kinds and sizes of flying insects, and big prey are, in 
turn, overwhelmed by hordes of spiders who share in 
the catch – albeit unequally, and some lazy fat spiders 
benefit at the expense of industrious thin ones. but 
that’s a story for another day. to all appearances, their 
exemplary cooperation improves their safety against 
vicious enemies and enables them to bag big insects, 
whose husks dye dumicola’s fuzz with dummy colours.

the gabar goshawk, nesting high up in trees, lines 
its nest with dumicola nests, crawling with spiders. 
these high-rise spiders apply silk to bind the goshawk 
nest, apply sticky silk to stop crawling ants, and spin 
webs that catch flies. this reduces the insect pests of 
the chick. We, too, can harness dumicola  as nature-
friendly fly paper, or, simply enjoy how beautifully the 
spiders decorate trees.
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Quite interesting,  
or	what?FAlSE FriENDS (Part	One)

those who learn languages other than their 
own will sometimes come across words that 
mean very different things than they do in 
ours. linguistic experts call these words 'false 
cognates'  or faux amis (literally 'false friends').

agogo (Hausa, nigeria) – clock
aloud (dutch) – ancient
angel (dutch) – sting
anger (German) – meadow
arm (dutch) – poor
bad (dutch) – bath
baker (dutch) – nurse
bald (German) – soon
bang (German) – frightened, uneasy
batman (turkish) – thrust
belt (Maltese) – city
big (dutch) – baby pig
bizarre (spanish) – brave
black (swedish) – ink
bladder (dutch) – blister
blank (German) – shiny
blubber (dutch) – mud
bog (irish) – soft, easy
bra (swedish) – good
brief (German) – letter
brisk (albanian) – razor blade 
chain (yiddish) – charm
chariot (French) – trolley
city (czech) – feelings
crush (romany) – to get out
cup (Bosnian) – jar
cute (italian) – skin
dark (albanian) – evening meal
dig (Gaelic) – ditch
dim (Bosnian) – smoke
door (dutch) – through
dour (Breton) – water
drug (russian) – good friend
dud (arabic) – caterpillar, worm
dull (arabic) – error

Adam Jacot de boinod was 

a researcher on the first series 

of Qi (Quite interesting), the BBc 

quiz programme hosted by  

Stephen Fry. He is a linguist who 

looks at the wonderful vocabulary, 

both in the english language and in 

the foreign languages  

of the world. 

ENgliSh QuiZ
those who smuggle wool over to France 
(1696) are:

 
(a)  Sharpers
(b)  bleaters
(c)  owlers
(d)  Fleecers

ForEigN QuiZ
a ‘szackbarbar’ is...

(a) A polish café that sells both snacks 
and alcoholic drinks

(b) A hungarian crank, obsessed by his 
own specialist subject

(c) A czech poet who cannot help 
himself speaking in rhyme
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MY FAvouritE WorDS 
FROM	THE	WORLD’S	
LANGUAGES

 ą kuchi ga samishii (Japanese) – eating 
when you don’t need to, for the sake of it 
or out of boredom (literally, my mouth is 
lonely)

 ą pikikiwepogosi (ojibway, north 
america) – having the taste of an animal 
that was tired out before it was killed

 ą funda (swahili) – to fill the mouth with 
water until the cheeks are distended

 ą chistra (Breton, France) – to go and ask 
for cider from farm to farm

 ą khukhurhuteka (tsonga, south africa) 
– to walk uncertainly as a drunk man 
among people seated on the floor

iDioMS oF thE WorlD 
THE	POT	CALLING	THE	
KETTLE	BLACK

 ą c'est l'hôpital qui se moque de la 
charité (french).  It's the hospital that 
mocks charity. 

 ą rugala se sova sjenici (croatian). the 
owl mocked the tit. 

 ą il bue che dice cornuto all'asino 
(Italian). the ox saying 'horned' to the 
donkey. 

 ą Dotori kijaegi (Korean). comparing the 
height of acorns. 

 ą Al jamal ma yishuf sanamu (arabic). 
the camel cannot see its own hump. 

 ą Ein Esel schimpft den anderen 
langohr (german). a donkey gets cross 
with a rabbit.

QuiZ ANSWErS 
ENgliSh: (c) owlers

ForEigN: (b) a Hungarian crank, obsessed by his own 

specialist subject

THE	WORD	 
goiStEriNg	(SUSSex DIalect) 

 
loud feminine laughter

Adam Jacot de boinod is	the	author		
of The	Meaning	of	Tingo	published	by		
Penguin	Books



throughout the lifetime of gobabeb, the 
organisational structure and variable support 
has changed dramatically. For the past 14 years, 

it has existed as a joint venture between the ministry 
of environment and tourism and the desert research 
Foundation of Namibia – the only known government/
non-governmental organisation joint venture of its kind 
in Africa, possibly on the globe. 

From the first expedition that identified the incredible 
biodiversity of the Namib desert in 1948, it took 
another 14 years for gobabeb to become established as 
a research station. And then it took off, assisted by the 
Nature conservation authorities of the time and south 
Africa’s council for scientific and industrial research. 
it has never looked back. 

Text	Mary Seely
Photographs	Matthew reyes, gobabeb

Fifty	continuous	years	of		
research	and	training	–	
a	record	of	which	the	Gobabeb	
Research	and	Training	Centre	is	
indeed	proud	–	is	unusual	for		
a	self-funded	research	and	
training	institution.	

celebrating  
50 years of research 
and training
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in the first decade of its existence, the first live golden 
moles were discovered and described, new beetle 
species were brought to light, contributions towards 
the interpretation of early hominid-bearing fossil 
assemblages were made, and at least 25 dissertations 
were published in the scientific Papers of the Namib 
desert research station. What started off as a small, 
isolated research and training station has blossomed 
into an international centre attracting researchers and 
students from Namibia and many countries abroad. 
throughout its fiftieth year – 2012 – the gobabeb 
centre has celebrated its rich history.

As a fully-fledged conference venue, in 2012 gobabeb 
attracted the Habitable Planet experience involving 
more than forty tertiary students from southern 
Africa. Next the royal society of southern African 
held its colloquium at gobabeb with participants from 
as far afield as NAsA research laboratories in california 
(this while the curiosity rover was making its way to 
mars). soon after, the southern African Association of  
geomorphologists and the southern African quater-
nary Association held their symposia at gobabeb. For 
these meetings, over 120 participants came from at 
least 12 countries worldwide. the cherry on the top of 

a year-long celebration was open day with 300 guests 
enjoying the atmosphere of a dynamic research and 
training centre.

training over the 50th anniversary year included 
800 learners from 30 Namibian primary and 
secondary schools for research-based, syllabus-related 
environmental education courses. Furthermore, 350 
tertiary students and researchers spent from several 
weeks to half a year on research projects of various 
lengths and topics. As a highlight, 29 learners from six 
erongo region schools participated in the first annual 
environmental leadership summit under the theme: 
The impacts of mining in the Namib Desert.

Appropriate technology in Arid lands continued to 
be a focus at gobabeb with improvements on the first 
off-grid, mini-grid hybrid energy system in Namibia, 
the prototype for the newly launched tsumkwe 
development. measuring background atmospheric 
conditions to track climate change at gobabeb has been 
boosted by four international atmospheric research 
centres with established programmes at gobabeb: the 
max Planck institute, Jena; the karlsruhe institute  
of technology; the university of basel; and the National 
oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. the research 

While still 
in the thrall of its 

fifty-year celebration, 
the Gobabeb Research 
and Training Centre is 
now preparing for its 

next 50 years!
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of these centres encompasses the baseline surface 
radiation Network (bsrN) – one of two stations in Africa 
– and the max Planck institute’s tall tower measuring 
the variability of important atmospheric biogeochemical 
trace gases. this is high-level international science at its 
best – all the while supporting Namibia’s presence on the 
international science agenda.

gobabeb’s fiftieth year witnessed the formation of 
the gobabeb research consortium comprised of ten 
theme coordinators supporting training and research 
at gobabeb. What better way to reach out further to 
enhance the dynamic programme of this no-longer 
isolated research and training centre?

gobabeb’s fiftieth year also witnessed the coming to life 
of the Namibian ecological research and monitoring unit 
supporting the ministries of environment and tourism, 
and mining and energy, as well as the uranium institute 
to implement the strategic environmental management 
Plan for mining in the erongo region. restoration of 
disturbed areas was a focus of both research and training 
involving Namibian researchers and students, as well as 
international colleagues.   

meanwhile, open day gave gobabeb a chance to 
highlight its contribution to the ministry of youth, 
National service, sport and culture’s nomination of the 
Namib sand sea as a World Heritage site. With cabinet 
backing, the nomination dossier was submitted to 
uNesco in February this year. Namibia, and gobabeb 
now await the outcome of a long process of evaluation, 
which will culminate in mid-2013. gobabeb’s long-term 
research and monitoring programme, dating back to the 
mid-1970s, is making and will continue to make a major 
contribution to understanding and promoting the Namib 
sand sea, including sossusvlei, as one of Namibia’s 
premier conservation and tourism destinations.

While still in the thrall of our fifty-year celebration, 
and looking forward to the final holiday programmes 
with students from four Namibian and international 
tertiary institutions, gobabeb is now preparing for its 
next 50 years, which promise to be ever-progressive  
and impressive!

www.gobabebtrc.org

Training	over	the	50th	anniversary	year	included	800	learners	from	
30	Namibian	primary	and	secondary	schools.

Furthermore,	350	tertiary	students	and	researchers	spent	from	
several	weeks	to	half	a	year	on	research	projects	of	various	lengths	
and	topics.

As	a	highlight,	29	learners	from	six	Erongo	Region	schools		
participated	in	the	first	annual	Environmental	Leadership	Summit	
under	the	theme:	The	impacts	of	mining	in	the	Namib	Desert.

Appropriate	Technology	in	Arid	Lands	continued	to	be	a	focus	at	
Gobabeb	with	improvements	on	the	first	off-grid,	mini-grid	hybrid	
energy	system	in	Namibia.
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if your answer were that these cities are all ad-
venture travel meccas of the world, you’d be spot 
on. And because adventure seekers seek them 

out, they have each been host to the world’s biggest 
gathering of adventure travel professionals in the 
world – the Adventure travel World summit (AtWs). 
And in 2013, the 10th anniversary the AtWs will  
be held in one of the world’s top adventure desti-
nations – Namibia!

each year in october, leading tour operators, repre-
sentatives from tourism boards, media, and industry 
partners take a week out of their busy schedules to 

Text Natasha Martin
Photographs Adventure Travel Trade Association

What	does	Swakopmund,	
Namibia’s	coastal	jewel,	have	in	
common	with	cities	like	Lucerne	
in	Switzerland,	Chiapas	in	Mexico	
and	Charlevoix	in	Canada?

“let us 
bring 
the 
summit 
home!”

adventure travel World Summit
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exchange ideas, learn about current tourism trends, 
discover a new destination, network and reconnect, 
and share their experiences.  

it all started in chiapas, mexico, when a delegation 
of public- and private-sector members, affectionately 
named team destination Namibia and led by the 
minister of environment and tourism, Netumbo Nandi-
Ndaitwah, attended AtWs 2011.  

Here they found a place within the Adventure tribe, 
a community of people convinced that adventure travel 
can change the world by focusing on people, the planet 
and profits.  

Willem de Wet, a representative from the Hospitality 
Association of Namibia, had this to say about AtWs 
2011: “the summit is what Namibia is all about: 
adventure! chiapas was a real eye-opener and we had 
an awesome opportunity to showcase Namibia at a level 
like never before.  bringing the summit home will take 
us to another level and position us as a leader in Africa.”

What is adventure travel?
Tourism	is	the	largest	industry	in	the	world,	

and	adventure	travel,	while	only	a	sub-sector	
of	tourism,	is	one	of	the	fastest	growing,	most	
sustainable	and	most	lucrative	for	emerging	
destinations.	Taleb	Rifai,	the	Secretary	
General	of	the	United	Nations	World	Travel	
Organisation,	said	recently:	“Adventure	
tourism	is	what	tourism	should	be	today	and	
definitely	what	tourism	will	be	tomorrow.”
The	Adventure	Travel	Trade	Association	

defines	adventure	travel	as	having	at	least	
two	of	the	following	components:	physical	
activity,	cultural	interaction	and/or	natural	
surroundings.	The	sweet	spot	of	adventure	
travel	is	an	experience	that	includes	all	three.	
Sitting	on	a	beach	sipping	Pina	Coladas	is	
not	adventure.	Tracking	rhinos	in	the	Kunene	
Region	with	a	local	ranger	definitely	is.

On	the	final	night	of	the	Summit,	after	the	last	
keynote	address,	it	was	time	for	the	Swiss	to	pass		
the	baton	to	Namibia.	They	gifted	an	authentic		
Swiss	railway	clock	to	our	delegation	leader,	Mémé	
Erica	Akwenye,	thereby	marking	the	beginning	of	
Namibia	Night	–	Namibia’s	turn	to	provide	a	taste	of	
ATWS	2013.

Namibia – a compelling 
success story
Shannon	Stowell,	the	President	of	the	

Adventure	Travel	Trade	Association,	had	
the	following	to	say	about	Namibia:
“Namibia	offers	one	of	the	most	

compelling	success	stories	in	tourism	
today	–	one	of	joint-venture	tourism,	
and	partnerships	between	communal	
conservancies	and	tourism	enterprises.	
Namibia’s	model	of	conservancies,	joint-
venture	partnerships,	and	conservation	is	
a	model	that	we	should	put	on	display.	It’s	
a	story	that	should	be	told.	I’d	previously	
heard	the	discussions,	watched	the	films	
and	still	didn’t	understand	it	fully	it	until	I	
came	and	saw	it	happening.	Our	delegates	
are	sure	to	gain	immense	insights	from	
their	experiences	in	Namibia.”



it was in chiapas that the minister made the bold 
statement: “let us bring the summit home.”  And, 
under her guidance, this is exactly what team 
destination Namibia did. its strong bid to host AtWs 
2013 highlighted Namibia’s outstanding conservation 
success record, and the unique relationship between 
tourism, community development and conservation 
– and our 42%, to wit the surface percentage of land 
under conservation management in Namibia.  

As one of the few countries in the world with 
conservation and environmental management mandated 
in its constitution, Namibia’s approach to conservation 
is holistic and inclusive, both in terms of maintaining 
ecological integrity, and in the rights of communities to 
benefit from the utilisation of natural resources. this is 
embodied in Article 95 (l) in the Namibian constitution 
as follows: the state shall actively promote and 
maintain the welfare of the people by adopting, inter 
alia, policies aimed at the following: maintenance 
of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and 
biological diversity of Namibia and the utilisation 
of living natural resources on a sustainable basis 
for the benefit of all Namibians, both present  
and future. 

this is Namibia’s unique selling point – one that 
pushed the scales in Namibia’s favour, despite 
tough competition from other countries, to host the  
2013 summit.

team destination Namibia, consisting of 44 delegates, 
recently travelled to switzerland to attend AtWs 2012. 
Here the Namibians made their message of 42% loud and 
clear. Armed with laminated maps, they passionately 
shared their story of the remarkable synchronisation of 
conservation and tourism in their country.

Want to be part of ATWS 2013?  
Register today by visiting   
http://www.adventuretravel.
biz/connect/summit/
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We	think	you	should	take	our	word	for	how	
awesome	Namibia’s	conservation	success	
is!	If	you	want	a	second	opinion,	how	about	
checking	what	the	Director	General	of	the	
World	Wildlife	Fund,	Jim	Leape,	has	to	say?	
Scan	this	code	to	watch	a	keynote address 
by Mr Leape	and	his	account	of	Namibia	
as	a	best-practice	example	of	conservation	
and	adventure	travel	working	together	to	
improve	the	triple	bottom	line.

Dates for ATWS 2013
 

Summit: 26–31	October	2013	
	
Key events: 	
	 Prior to 25 October:	Optional	Pre-Summit		
	 Adventures	in	Namibia

 26 October:	Welcome	to	Windhoek	Braai

	 27–28 October:	Two	days	of	adventure	in		 	
	 the	field

	 29–31 October: Summit	in	Swakopmund

	 After 31 October:	Optional	Post-Summit		 	
	 Adventures	in	Namibia	and	the	SADC		 	
	 Region

42%... and some more facts 
and figures
No	less	than	42%	of	the	land	area	in	Namibia	is	

under	some	form	of	conservation	management.	
These	are	the	facts	that	make	42%	much	more	
than	just	a	percentage.	Moreover,	Namibia	
was	the	first	country	in	the	world	to	write	
environmental	protection	into	its	constitution.	
Since	Namibia	achieved	independence	in	1990,	

the	percentage	of	land	area	under	some	form	of	
conservation	management	has	expanded	from	
13%	to	42%	(State	Protected	Areas,	Communal	
and	Freehold	Conservancies	combined).
•	 There	are	76	communal	conservancies	in	

Namibia,	covering	over	18%	of	Namibia’s		
surface	area.

•	 One	in	four	rural	Namibians	is	participating	
in	the	conservancy	movement.	

•	 Conservancies	also	work	to	empower	
women.	

•	 Four	out	of	every	10	members	serving	on	
conservancy	committees		
are	women.

scan the code on the top to watch the video 
or search for ‘42% and counting’ in vimeo.com

The 42% and Counting video (scan	the	
code	to	watch	the	film)	filled	the	concert	
hall,	and	when	it	was	over,	and	the	lights	
were	dimmed,	the	powerful	voices	of	the	
Doro!Nawas	Choir,	straight	from	Damaraland,	
filled	the	room	and	literally	brought	tears	
to	people’s	eyes.	Namibia’s	passion	was	
contagious,	and	delegates	from	Egypt,	
Mexico	and	Switzerland	said	it	moved	them.	
The	Director	of	Tourism,	Mr	Sem	Shikongo,	
was	spot	on	when	he	had	invited	the	700	
delegates	to	Namibia,	saying,	“I	know	we	can	
inspire	you.”
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Send us your 

beSt HoLidAy 

picS and you could 

WiN a return trip 

to ANy Air Namibia 

deStiNAtioN!

flamingo@

mac.com.na

MANFRED	FICKERS Spa Treatment

BOB	DE	LAAT	Caught!

Our Journeys Change Lives                                                          wilderness-safaris.com

enter a photograph of your most treasured 
experience while on holiday in N amibia, and 
stand a chance of winning a return flight on 

Air Namibia to the land of wide-open spaces and  
abundant wildlife.

Passengers on Air Namibia are invited to share me-
morable moments with fellow passen gers on this 
page in Flamingo. enter your photograph in any 
format you like. (When submitting your photo-
graph, please give it a title and state your full name, 
date of flight and flight number. local residents 
must include a scan of their boarding pass).

A selection of the most stri king images will be chosen 
for the monthly travellers’  P hoto gallery. 

One overall winner will be chosen annually. 

Visit http://www.flamingo.com.na/ct/archive.

php for previous editions of  Flamingo

Travellers‘ photo Gallery
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the wood in the grates and fireplaces is set 
alight as the afternoon shadows grow long and 
people start to arrive at 3 N’amigos. initially 

they sit in the more rustic area outside, sipping on 
cocktails and dipping into plates of nachos topped with 
cheese, chilli sauce, sour cream and guacamole. 

before long, the restaurant with its laid-back 
atmosphere and splashes of colour fills up. After 
their meal, diners are tempted to join the festivities 
outside, while those already sitting there enjoying their 
sundowners are tempted to dine indoors; that is until 
about ten when the mexican spirit surfaces with gusto 
and the Fiesta begins.

N’amigos was initiated by three Namibian friends 
(one has since left), hence the ‘N’ in front of ‘amigos’ 
– and although this was a bit of poetic licence on the 
part of the trio, they wanted to ensure that even if they 
offered the mexican concept and its delicious dishes, 
they would still cater for their Namibian amigos. With a 
500-gram ‘rummmp steak’ and a 1-kilogram rib platter 
cooked to perfection on a charcoal grill, they more 
than satisfy the locals, as they do with their popular 
chilli potjie, served in a small cast-iron pot; burgers; 
and snack basket with rings, wings, sosaties, jalapeño 
bullets (chilli poppers) meatballs and prawns.

3 N’amigos offers the mexican favourites – burritos, 
enchiladas, tacos and fajitas – but has added an inno-
vative, creative and contemporary choice of mouth-
watering ingredients. it has also included tostadas on 
the menu, essentially a mexican version of pizza, with 
a wide choice of toppings (offering 50% discounts on 
tuesday nights). 

Vegetarians are not forgotten, with large Vs identifying 
the meatless dishes, giving them a large choice, 
including a Hercules tostada and a veggie platter. 
kiddies can choose from dishes such as cheesy 
quesadilla, hot dogs and chicken nuggets.

to end the meal, churros, the mexican version 
of a doughnut, sprinkled with cinnamon and 
sugar and drizzled with chocolate sauce, is 
highly recommended.

Fiesta! 
3 N’amigos: Mexican Bar and Grill, sWAkoPmuNd

where ANd wheN
situated at the corner of daniel tjongarero and 
nathaniël Maxuilili streets and painted in lively 
colours, 3 N’amigos is open Mondays to satur-
days from 17.00 until the last diners leave, and on 
Fridays and saturdays also for lunch, as from 12.00. 

+264 (0)64 40 6711

owners cello baas and lance rentel combine fortés 
and forces, and while cello uses his culinary expertise, 
experience and passion to constantly raise the standard 
of the cuisine, lance pays attention to administration 
and front-of-house clientele. 

keeping the focus on Fiesta as well as on good food 
and friendly service, this relaxed mexican restaurant 
has a cocktail menu with margaritas and strawberry 
daiquiris oN-tAP, a first for the desert town!

this is the place to come and relax, eat a scrumptious 
meal and have a good time. A Fiesta for sure.

 
chEF’S choicE
chimichanga is as tasty as it sounds. 

this tortilla with the filling of your 
choice – chicken strips with chorizo 

beans, sundried tomato and basil 
pesto; caramelised pork; grilled 

lamb; braised rib-eye with 
horseradish; chilli con carne 
and chef’s choice – is rolled 
up and deep-fried until it’s 

crispy golden brown.

Text	and	photographs	ron Swilling
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4x4 ACCESSORIES

Tel: 061 295 7700 • 60 Mandume Ndemufayo, Windhoek •www.cymot.com

Visit our 
offroad centre for any 
of your 4x4 requirements

The Well is the most exclusive Aesthetics & Anti-Aging facility in Africa. 
We will tailor-make an Aesthetic Safari package for you, which can include anything from a Vaser Liposculpture procedure, or a 

Liquid Facelift with Botox and Fillers, to a visit to some of Namibia’s famous tourist attractions.

 Vaser Hi-Def, 4D Liposculpture
 Botox & Dermal Fillers

 Chemical Peels

Well é o tratamento mais exclusivo de Estética e Anti-Idade em África.
Vaser Hi-Def, Lipoescultura 4D • Preenchimentos dérmicos e de Botox • Peelings químicos

Please contact us for more information:
Contactos para mais informação:

e-mail: antheavw@iway.na
Telephone: +26481 249 3636

www.vasernamibia.com
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4x4 ACCESSORIES

Tel: 061 295 7700 • 60 Mandume Ndemufayo, Windhoek •www.cymot.com

Visit our 
offroad centre for any 
of your 4x4 requirements

The Well is the most exclusive Aesthetics & Anti-Aging facility in Africa. 
We will tailor-make an Aesthetic Safari package for you, which can include anything from a Vaser Liposculpture procedure, or a 

Liquid Facelift with Botox and Fillers, to a visit to some of Namibia’s famous tourist attractions.

 Vaser Hi-Def, 4D Liposculpture
 Botox & Dermal Fillers

 Chemical Peels

Well é o tratamento mais exclusivo de Estética e Anti-Idade em África.
Vaser Hi-Def, Lipoescultura 4D • Preenchimentos dérmicos e de Botox • Peelings químicos

Please contact us for more information:
Contactos para mais informação:

e-mail: antheavw@iway.na
Telephone: +26481 249 3636

www.vasernamibia.com

Shop	Window

restaurant Gathemann

We offer exquisite cuisine, a selec-
tion of excellent wines combined with 
a personal service.

Open Monday - Saturday
Tel/Fax (++264 61) 22 3853
gatheman@mweb.com.na
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Shop	Window

Our comfortable fully  
air-conditioned vehicles coupled 
with punctual, safe and reliable 

transfer’s services will ensure 
that your stay in Namibia will 
be a unique and memorable 

experience.

on-board Wi-Fi connectivity 

laptop plug-ins 

comfortable seating

television viewing

fully accessible for the  
physically challenged

We are your link  
between  

Hosea Kutako 
International Airport  

and Windhoek  
or anywhere else in 

Namibia. 

Tel: +264 61 210 532
Email: info@vulkanr.com

www.airportshuttlenamibia.com

Because of you we are here
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mininG and enerGy



www.bankwindhoek.com.na

Navigate your financial future.

With Bank Windhoek’s Cheque Account Range, a world 
of opportunities opens to you. Selekt a package that suits 
your financial needs.

For more information, please visit your nearest branch today 
or call our Customer Contact Centre at Tel: 061 299 1200.

Terms & Conditions apply

Ordinary
Cheque

SELEKT
1000

SELEKT
2000

SELEKT
5000

SELEKT
10 000

Cheque
           Sea

Gulf of 
Investment

Agri Lake

By 
invitation

only.


